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Abstract

In recent years, efforts to assess the evolving risks of coastal compound surge and rainfall-driven flooding from tropical cyclones

(TCs) and extratropical cyclones (ETCs) in a warming climate have intensified. While substantial progress has been made, the

persistent challenge lies in obtaining actionable insights into the changing magnitude and spatially-varying flood risks in coastal

areas. We employ a physics-based numerical hydrodynamic framework to simulate compound flooding from TCs and ETCs

in both current and future warming climate conditions, focusing on the western side of Buzzard Bay in Massachusetts. Our

approach leverages hydrodynamic models driven by extensive sets of synthetic TCs downscaled from CMIP6 climate models

and dynamically downscaled ETC events using the WRF model forced by CMIP5 simulations. Through this methodology, we

quantify the extent to which climate change can potentially reshape the risk landscape of compound flooding in the study area.

Our findings reveal a significant increase in TC-induced compound flooding risk due to evolving climatology and sea level rise

(SLR). Additionally, there is a heightened magnitude of compound flooding from ETCs, in coastal regions, due to SLR. Inland

areas exhibit a decline in rainfall-driven flooding from high-frequency ETC events toward the end of the century compared to

the current climate. Our methodology is transferable to other vulnerable coastal regions, serving as a valuable decision-making

tool for adaptive measures in densely populated areas. It equips decision-makers and stakeholders with the means to effectively

mitigate the destructive impacts of compound flooding arising from both current and future TCs and ETCs.
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Abstract11

In recent years, efforts to assess the evolving risks of coastal compound surge and rainfall-12

driven flooding from tropical cyclones (TCs) and extratropical cyclones (ETCs) in a warm-13

ing climate have intensified. While substantial progress has been made, the persistent14

challenge lies in obtaining actionable insights into the changing magnitude and spatially-15

varying flood risks in coastal areas. We employ a physics-based numerical hydrodynamic16

framework to simulate compound flooding from TCs and ETCs in both current and fu-17

ture warming climate conditions, focusing on the western side of Buzzard Bay in Mas-18

sachusetts. Our approach leverages hydrodynamic models driven by extensive sets of syn-19

thetic TCs downscaled from CMIP6 climate models and dynamically downscaled ETC20

events using the WRF model forced by CMIP5 simulations. Through this methodology,21

we quantify the extent to which climate change can potentially reshape the risk land-22

scape of compound flooding in the study area. Our findings reveal a significant increase23

in TC-induced compound flooding risk due to evolving climatology and sea level rise (SLR).24

Additionally, there is a heightened magnitude of compound flooding from ETCs, in coastal25

regions, due to SLR. Inland areas exhibit a decline in rainfall-driven flooding from high-26

frequency ETC events toward the end of the century compared to the current climate.27

Our methodology is transferable to other vulnerable coastal regions, serving as a valu-28

able decision-making tool for adaptive measures in densely populated areas. It equips29

decision-makers and stakeholders with the means to effectively mitigate the destructive30

impacts of compound flooding arising from both current and future TCs and ETCs.31

Plain Language Summary32

During storms in coastal areas, strong winds can cause surge-driven flooding, and33

simultaneously, intense rainfall may lead to inland heavy rainfall-driven flooding. Some-34

times, these two flooding sources coincide, forming compound surge and rainfall-driven35

flooding, which is more destructive than either hazard alone. To assess the risk of such36

destructive compound flooding, we use physics-based models to quantify the frequency37

and magnitude of these hazards. Additionally, we evaluate how climate change and fac-38

tors such as sea-level rise may affect the frequency and magnitude of such events in coastal39

areas. Through these detailed, granular risk assessments, regions facing increased flood-40

ing threats can develop strategies to better mitigate damages posed by compound flood-41

ing during extreme storms.42
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1 Introduction43

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are powerful storms characterized by their strong winds,44

heavy precipitation, and storm surges. They predominantly affect tropical coastal ar-45

eas, where they can cause significant annual damage, estimated at US$26 billion in the46

United States alone (Bakkensen & Mendelsohn, 2019). However, recent scientific evidence47

indicates a notable poleward shift in TC distribution. This shift is attributed in part to48

global climate warming and ocean temperature rise, which create conducive conditions49

for the formation and propagation of TCs into higher latitudes (Kossin et al., 2014; Kossin,50

2018). As TCs extend into higher latitudes, they introduce new challenges and hazards.51

These areas are less accustomed to such extreme weather events, and their populations,52

infrastructure, and ecosystems may be poorly prepared to cope with them (Studholme53

et al., 2022). In addition to TCs occurring during warm seasons, extratropical cyclones54

(ETCs) develop in cold seasons in these regions. ETCs can experience slower movement55

as a result of atmospheric conditions, leading to intricate storm dynamics and an ele-56

vated likelihood of causing substantial damage (Booth et al., 2021; Colle et al., 2015).57

Damage resulting from TCs and ETCs is associated with various hazards inher-58

ent to these weather systems. Strong winds and the low-pressure systems accompany-59

ing these storms during landfall can induce storm surges in coastal regions, leading to60

coastal flooding. Subsequently, during landfall, heavy rainfall can result in inland fresh-61

water flooding. At times, both forms of flooding can transpire simultaneously, resulting62

in a compound event that combines salty storm surge and freshwater rainfall-driven flood-63

ing. The intricate interplay between these two sources of flooding often results in com-64

pound flooding events that exhibit greater destructive potential compared to individ-65

ual occurrences of either saltwater surge or torrential freshwater rainfall-driven flood-66

ing (Wahl et al., 2015).67

In a warming climate, several factors may contribute to an increased potential for68

compound flooding events resulting from TCs and ETCs. It is well-established that the69

intensity of rainfall associated with these storms is likely to intensify. This escalation is70

primarily driven by higher saturation vapor pressure of water, as dictated by the Clausius-71

Clapeyron equation (Liu et al., 2019). Furthermore, the movement of TCs toward higher72

latitudes, alterations in their translational speed, and modifications in the behavior of73

ETCs all contribute to the altered hazards associated with these storms (Kossin, 2018;74

Booth et al., 2021). Additionally, the rising sea levels further exacerbate the impact of75

compound flooding events, necessitating a comprehensive evaluation and mitigation of76

the associated risks (Strauss et al., 2021; Marsooli et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019, 2016).77

It is important to gain a deeper understanding of how these alterations in storm char-78

acteristics, manifesting within a future warming climate, may reshape the risk of com-79

pound flooding resulting from these storms. This is particularly vital in regions unac-80

customed to such cyclonic activity, as this knowledge is essential for enhancing prepared-81

ness, facilitating adaptation, and formulating mitigation strategies aimed at reducing the82

potentially devastating damages associated with these events.83

One significant challenge associated with TCs and ETCs is the limited availabil-84

ity of comprehensive records of these storms. The most reliable records we can obtain85

date back only to the early satellite era, starting in the 1980s. This timeframe is rela-86

tively short, and for specific regions, some landfalling storms may not have been recorded,87

exacerbating the issue. Consequently, when attempting to employ historical records to88

quantify the risk of compound flooding from these storms, a significant degree of uncer-89

tainty arises due to the brevity of the dataset and the paucity of observations. Even if90

more extended records of these storms were available from the past, they may not be rep-91

resentative of today’s climate, primarily due to the influence of climate change. It is im-92

portant to emphasize that even contemporary climate records do not provide an accu-93

rate representation of future conditions, again owing to ongoing climate change. There-94

fore, any statistical risk assessment method relying solely on historical statistics may fail95
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to accurately quantify the risk. Infrastructure or adaptation planning based on such method-96

ologies can thus lead to vulnerabilities and significant damages. To address this data lim-97

itation and account for the evolving climate, we employ a physics-based risk modeling98

framework (Sarhadi et al., 2024). This framework is driven by the atmospheric and ocean99

climatology of reanalysis data and General Circulation Models (GCMs) (Emanuel et al.,100

2006, 2008; Komurcu et al., 2018). It enables the downscaling of TCs and ETCs across101

past, current, and future climate scenarios. This approach helps address the dearth of102

observations and provides insights into how these storms may evolve under a warming103

climate, consequently shedding light on how the risk of compound flooding in coastal ar-104

eas at higher latitudes may change.105

Compound flooding arises from the complex interplay between storm surge and heavy106

rainfall-driven inundation, manifesting across both spatial and temporal dimensions. It107

is important to meticulously model this intricate hydrodynamic interaction between the108

two sources of flooding, distinguished by their saline (surge) and freshwater (rainfall) char-109

acteristics, with a high level of temporal and spatial precision. In recent years, there has110

been a growing focus on modeling intricate coastal hydrodynamics. Commonly, statis-111

tical methodologies are used to assess flood risk by establishing joint statistical distri-112

butions that capture interdependencies among various flooding drivers, often at local-113

ized or gauge scales (Gori et al., 2020; Wahl et al., 2015; Moftakhari et al., 2017; Gori114

& Lin, 2022; Zhang & Najafi, 2020). However, these methods have limitations, primar-115

ily stemming from their inability to account for the complex dynamic interactions be-116

tween storm surge and rainfall-driven flooding. These approaches rely heavily on sta-117

tistical measures of dependence, which can introduce uncertainties. Moreover, they of-118

ten overlook hydraulic dynamics of compound flooding, which involves integrating surge119

height and rainfall intensity to determine flooding levels while considering their compounded120

effects. The prevailing statistical practices, which often treat the drivers of compound121

flooding (rainfall intensity and surge height) through joint distributions rather than con-122

sidering the actual hydraulically driven flooding, result in imprecise assessments of com-123

pound flooding risk. Numerous studies have explored coastal flooding stemming from124

TCs and ETCs through the utilization of physics-based modeling methodologies (Marsooli125

et al., 2019; Gori et al., 2020; Emanuel, 2017; Lin et al., 2019). However, the majority126

of these studies have primarily focused on single hazard scenarios, such as rainfall- or127

surge-induced flooding, or on combining separate hazards. Therefore, these approaches128

may underestimate flooding risk when modeling the hydrodynamics of compound flood-129

ing. In our study, we employ an innovative approach designed to overcome the limita-130

tions often associated with these conventional methodologies. Our method utilizes a physically-131

based numerical hydrodynamic model, allowing for the explicit simulation of compound132

flooding. This is accomplished by concurrently converting key driving factors, such as133

wind speed and rainfall intensity, into hydraulic-based flood simulations, providing a high134

level of temporal and spatial resolution to comprehensively capture the complex inter-135

play between surge and rainfall-driven flooding during the landfall of TC or ETC storms.136

By utilizing a state-of-the-art dataset of downscaled storms, combined with an un-137

derstanding of the climatology of these storms and projected sea level rise (SLR) in the138

current and future warming climate, we can evaluate the potential evolution of compound139

flooding risk in coastal areas. This approach also allows us to identify the primary drivers140

that may intensify the risk of compound flooding. Such information can furnish a de-141

tailed granular perspective on the risk of compound flooding in coastal regions, enabling142

authorities to enhance their preparedness and adaptation strategies for coastal cities and143

communities. This proactive approach is crucial for mitigating damages in the current144

and future climates.145
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2 Dataset and methodology146

Synthetic Tropical Cyclone Model and Datasets147

To comprehensively address the multiple hazards associated with TCs, we initiate148

the process by creating synthetic TC events using the methodology detailed in references149

(Emanuel et al., 2006, 2008). This method employs deterministic and numerical down-150

scaling to generate synthetic TCs by introducing random seeding, both in terms of their151

spatial and temporal characteristics, across the entire Atlantic Ocean basin. The initial152

wind intensity of these seeded TCs is determined through a deterministic calculation,153

utilizing a high-resolution, coupled ocean-atmosphere tropical cyclone model. This model154

is driven by the thermodynamic conditions of the ocean and atmosphere, taking into ac-155

count various factors, including monthly mean sea surface temperature, atmospheric tem-156

perature, humidity, and daily interpolated horizontal winds at altitudes of 250 and 850157

hPa (Emanuel et al., 2008).158

It’s important to note that any storms failing to intensify to wind speeds exceed-159

ing 21 m/s (equivalent to 40 knots) are excluded from the dataset. In a natural selec-160

tion process, only seed vortices encountering favorable large-scale environmental condi-161

tions intensify into TCs, with their development timing synchronized with environmen-162

tal climatic patterns. The intensity of TCs is determined through the employment of the163

Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (CHIPS), which is an axisymmetric hur-164

ricane model coupled to a 1D ocean model (Emanuel et al., 2004). For the purposes of165

this study, we fix the TC outer radius at 400 km, but otherwise, the structure of the vor-166

tex, including the radius of maximum winds, is determined by the model physics. The167

dynamic downscaling method enables the simulation of numerous synthetic TC events,168

driven by bias-corrected climate reanalysis or projections from CMIP6 GCMs. Through-169

out the entire lifespan of each synthetic TC, we consistently record key meteorological170

parameters, including maximum surface wind speed, pressure, and the radius of max-171

imum winds. These parameters are obtained through the model and are saved at 2-hour172

intervals. Subsequently, a hydrodynamic model known as GeoClaw (Mandli & Dawson,173

2014) is employed to simulate wind-induced storm surges with high temporal resolution174

along the coastline near the study area during the landfall of each synthetic TC (further175

details on this modeling process can be found in the provided references).176

In addition to generating primary drivers for storm surges from synthetic TCs, we177

also generate high-resolution hourly rainfall intensity data at a spatial resolution of ap-178

proximately 20 meters for the vicinity of the study area during the landfall of each syn-179

thetic TC using a Tropical Cyclone Rainfall (TCR) model (Feldmann et al., 2019). TCR,180

a physics-driven model, links convective rainfall in TCs to the TC vortex’s vertical ve-181

locity, accounting for factors such as frictional convergence, topography, vortex stretch-182

ing, baroclinic effects, and radiative cooling. Previous studies have applied TCR in risk183

assessments (Emanuel, 2017; Gori & Lin, 2022) and validated it against observed TC-184

related rainfall in the United States (Feldmann et al., 2019; Xi et al., 2020). These stud-185

ies demonstrated TCR’s accuracy in replicating coastal rainfall patterns but noted lim-186

itations in inland and mountainous areas. To assess the accuracy of this rainfall dataset,187

Feldmann et al., (2019) conducted an evaluation by comparing it with observed rainfall188

data obtained from the NEXRAD radar network and rain gauges across the eastern United189

States. This high-resolution, hourly rainfall intensity data plays a critical role in quan-190

tifying the rainfall-induced hazard, a key component contributing to the compound flood-191

ing processes.192

The downscaling process is implemented for six distinct CMIP6 climate model sim-193

ulations: CESM2, CNRM-ESM2-1, EC-EARTH3, IPSL-CM6A-LR, MIROC6, and UKESM1-194

0-LL, all operating under the SSP3-7.0 scenario. Synthetic TC tracks are generated for195

two different time periods: the late 20th century, spanning 1971-2000, and the end of the196

century, from 2071-2100, using the climate model simulations. The whole dataset com-197
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prises approximately 46,800 synthetic storms, with approximately 3,900 synthetic storms198

generated from each climate model in each period. Furthermore, we repeat this process199

to generate 4,100 synthetic storms based on NCEP reanalysis data, representing the late200

20th century and current climates (1979-2020). In total, these datasets encompass a large201

set of synthetic TCs, with their centers passing within 300 km of the New Bedford city202

in the study area.203

Extratropical cyclone datasets204

The method described above, which involves statistically and deterministically down-205

scaling TCs, enables the simulation of a vast number of idealized synthetic TC events206

based on climate reanalysis or climate model simulations (Emanuel et al., 2008). This207

is possible, to a reasonable extent, because the feedback of TCs on the surrounding large-208

scale environment does not significantly impact their subsequent evolution. For exam-209

ple, TC tracks are primarily determined by the large-scale flow in which they are em-210

bedded (and, to a lesser extent, by the beta drift effect), which passively advects them211

(Emanuel et al., 2006), irrespective of the TC’s internal evolution. Additionally, this method212

employs analytical simplifications, such as assuming axisymmetry and moist slantwise-213

neutrality in the free troposphere, which reduces the downscaling model to a single ra-214

dial dimension, making it computationally efficient, even at high radial resolution.215

However, for ETC events, it is not feasible to neglect the effects of the storm on216

the large-scale environment. Therefore, it is not possible to generate additional synthetic217

ETCs within a given global climate model run. Only storms explicitly simulated in these218

runs can be dynamically downscaled. At present, there are no reduced-dimension mod-219

els that can be used to dynamically downscale ETCs, so computationally expensive re-220

gional climate models like the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Komurcu221

et al., 2018) are required to provide high-resolution information on the behavior of ETCs222

for risk assessment. Due to the difficulty and computational cost associated with sim-223

ulating a large number of downscaled ETC events, we do not attempt to do this ourselves.224

Instead, we utilize state-of-the-art WRF dynamical downscaling data described in Ko-225

murcu et al., (2018). These downscaling simulations were developed to support regional226

climate studies in the northeastern U.S. They downscale CMIP5, RCP8.5 projections227

by CESM v1.0, which have been bias-corrected to support climate research. The WRF228

data used here covers two different time periods: the 2006-2020 current climate period229

and the 2081-2100 end-of-the-century period, with hourly time resolution. Additionally,230

we use the output of a 2006-2015 WRF simulation to downscale ERA-Interim reanal-231

ysis data (Dee et al., 2011), which aids in verifying our model. The WRF simulations232

employ nested domains on a Cartesian grid, with the innermost domain covering 1500233

km by 1200 km and using uniform convection-permitting 3 km resolution. To simulate234

rainwater flooding and storm surge in the study area, we require downscaled precipita-235

tion rates, surface pressure, and surface winds, which must be transformed from the WRF236

Lambert conformal conic projection to the geographical coordinates used in the hydraulic237

and surge models. More detailed information can be found in Sarhadi et al. (2024).238

To assess the risk associated with compound flooding, we compile a catalog of po-239

tential freshwater and surge flooding events linked to ETCs for each downscaled period.240

To identify potential freshwater flooding events, we calculate time series of rainfall in-241

tensity averaged over the area extending from -71.2 to -70.5 W and 41.5 to 41.9 N for242

each historical and future period. Potential freshwater flooding events are selected it-243

eratively by searching for rainfall intensity maxima in the time series in decreasing or-244

der, starting from the global maximum. Each event extends from four days before to one245

day after the selected local maximum. Once an event is defined, its full time-span is re-246

moved from the time series so that the next, slightly weaker event selected is the most247

intense remaining event in the time series. The total number of events selected in each248

downscaled period is equal to five times the number of years in the corresponding pe-249
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riod. Similarly, to identify potential surge flooding events, we select maxima in a time250

series of the wind component oriented toward the coast averaged over a 2° × 2° box off251

the coast of the western Buzzards Bay area. It’s important to note that the instanta-252

neous precipitation intensity averaged over the study area and the average wind com-253

ponent oriented toward the coast are only rough predictors of freshwater and storm surge254

flooding. However, the number of selected rainfall and wind events is sufficient to en-255

sure that all events capable of producing significant freshwater or surge flooding are in-256

cluded. To avoid including tropical cyclones, we only seek events occurring between Oc-257

tober and May. We acknowledge that there may be some overlap between TCs and ETCs258

in October.259

Storm surge modeling260

Consistent with previous research (Reed et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Garner et al.,261

2017), we define a storm surge as the anomalous elevation of sea level above Relative Sea262

Level (RSL). This elevation results from the low atmospheric surface pressure and the263

high surface wind speed associated with TCs or ETCs. The combination of storm surge264

and RSL fluctuations characterizes the surge height in coastal regions caused by TCs and265

ETCs. Our RSL estimation is based on the local average of the total sea level through-266

out each climate period. RSL also serves as the key factor for distinguishing between land267

and water elevations. As a result, we disregard interannual sea level variations and the268

relatively minor nonlinear interactions between the surge and RSL, as outlined in prior269

studies (Lin et al., 2016). Furthermore, astronomical tides are not factored into our cal-270

culations. It is important to note that future studies should investigate the effects of tides271

and their nonlinear interactions with surges, particularly in light of potential changes due272

to SLR (Müller, 2011; Garner et al., 2017).273

To simulate storm surges generated by synthetic TCs and ETCs, we utilize the Geo-274

Claw numerical model, which relies on high-resolution shock-capturing finite volume meth-275

ods (Mandli & Dawson, 2014). Unlike finite-element unstructured hydrodynamic mod-276

els (Colle et al., 2008; Westerink et al., 2008), GeoClaw incorporates Adaptive Mesh Re-277

finement (AMR) algorithms (Berger et al., 2011; Mandli & Dawson, 2014), enabling ef-278

ficient computational solutions at high resolutions over large scales. We implement a broad279

domain, covering approximately 1000 kilometers, to better quantify the large-scale im-280

pact of various attributes of TCs and ETCs, including intensity, duration, size, and land-281

fall location, on storm surges. Along the coastline in the study area, we position syn-282

thetic gauges to provide comprehensive coverage. These gauges record surge heights at283

high temporal resolutions, typically less than a minute, during each individual landfall284

of TCs and ETCs. We also employ an interpolation method to derive surge heights at285

additional synthetic gauges distributed along the entire coastline. Consequently, these286

coastal surge conditions are transformed into surge-driven flooding through a hydraulic287

model, allowing us to model the propagation of surges and their potential to cause surge-288

driven flooding in coastal areas. This surge simulation approach is applied to a broad289

set of synthetic TC and ETC events. It’s worth noting that the performance of GeoClaw290

in modeling TC surges has been evaluated in previous studies (Miura et al., 2021; Man-291

dli & Dawson, 2014; Sarhadi et al., 2024). Through the incorporation of critical enhance-292

ments, we have expanded GeoClaw’s functionality to effectively model storm surges re-293

sulting from ETCs, thereby surpassing the default settings of the out-of-the-box model.294

Figure 1 illustrates the surge modeling process, which entails dynamically down-295

scaled WRF simulations of primary surge drivers, including wind and pressure fields, forced296

by ERA-Interim reanalysis data. The simulation corresponds to a historical ETC event297

that occurred on December 27-28, 2012, within the study area. The model’s performance298

accuracy is depicted in Figure 1. The simulated surge, using the modified GeoClaw model,299

demonstrates a robust agreement with observed surge levels. These observed surge val-300
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ues were obtained by de-tiding water levels, a procedure that involves subtracting wa-301

ter elevation from NOAA tide predictions at the Woods Hole gauge.302

For modeling surges generated by TCs and ETCs during the late 20th century and303

in the current climate, we rely on RSL data obtained from NOAA gauge observations.304

However, in the context of future climate scenarios, we incorporate SLR projections de-305

rived from CMIP6 under the SSP3-7.0 scenario into GeoClaw using a bathtub approach.306

This allows us to quantify the impact of SLR on the changing risk of surges and com-307

pound flooding. The methodology involves calculating the ensemble mean of total SLR308

over future climate scenarios (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). These projections encompass309

comprehensive considerations, including the contributions of Antarctic and Greenland310

ice sheets, glacier dynamics, thermal expansion of seawater, terrestrial water storage, ver-311

tical land motion, and the potential influences of marine ice cliff instability.312

Numerical compound flood modeling313

To simulate the intricate hydrodynamic interactions involved in compound flood-314

ing, a confluence of storm surges and heavy inland rainfall stemming from synthetic TCs315

and ETC events, we modified a version of the LISFLOOD-FP model. This two-dimensional316

hydraulic model, renowned for its high spatio-temporal resolution, is recognized for its317

computational efficiency. A detailed description of this model is provided in reference318

(Neal et al., 2012). LISFLOOD-FP employs an explicit finite difference scheme to sim-319

ulate shallow water waves, while deliberately omitting advection (Bates et al., 2010). The320

efficacy of the fundamental model’s numerical scheme in simulating pluvial and fluvial321

flood dynamics has been substantiated by various studies (Neal et al., 2012; Wing et al.,322

2022; Bates et al., 2021). In our work, this model has been customized to incorporate323

high-resolution surge height data (simulated by GeoClaw) along the coastline, and si-324

multaneously, it accommodates hourly rainfall intensity data from storm events in the325

inland regions as boundary conditions. This physically based approach empowers the326

model to replicate the dynamics of compound flooding in response to the rapid spatio-327

temporal fluctuations in surge and rainfall driven flooding during the landfall of each storm.328

The model ensures the conservation of mass within each grid cell and maintains the con-329

tinuity of momentum of compound flooding between neighboring cells. The model re-330

calculates the flow depth, taking into account the elevation of each cell, water surface331

slope, surface Manning’s roughness coefficient, and acceleration due to gravity. More de-332

tails about the methodology can be found in Sarhadi et al. (2024).333

It’s important to note that the geodetic datum of NAD83 is utilized to establish334

the spatial coordinates, while the vertical datum of NAVD88 is used for elevation val-335

ues within the applied Digital Elevation Model (DEM). In our study, we utilize a LiDAR-336

based DEM with an approximate spatial resolution of 20 m, employing a geographic (Lat/Lon)337

projection to represent the area’s geometry. A land-use map is employed to quantify sur-338

face roughness, and a map of available soil water storage for the topsoil layer (0-50 cm)339

is used to account for the infiltration rate in non-constructed areas. The source of these340

input files is given in the data availability section.341

In this process, the hydrodynamics of compound flooding during the landfall of each342

storm are comprehensively simulated with high temporal and spatial resolution. We then343

store the maximum compound flooding level at each grid cell for every individual storm344

event. This process is iteratively conducted for a vast set of TCs and ETCs derived from345

reanalysis and climate models. These maximum flood records serve as a reflection of the346

compound flooding behavior over each defined time period for every grid cell. Subsequently,347

these records are fundamental in constructing a nonparametric empirical Cumulative Dis-348

tribution Function (eCDF). This approach leverages the theory of nonexceedance prob-349

ability to determine the return period of a compound flooding event at each grid cell.350
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The calculation is expressed as:351

TH(h) =
1

P (H > h)
(1)

In this equation, P (H > h) signifies the annual probability that the compound flood-352

ing level of an event (H) exceeds a specific threshold (h), and TH(h) corresponds to the353

return period of that particular event. The ensemble mean of compound flooding lev-354

els for TCs and ETCs at various return periods is then computed by considering mul-355

tiple climate models across distinct time periods. The assessment of expected changes356

in compound flooding levels at specific return periods is carried out by evaluating the357

disparities between the ensemble mean of flood levels in future climate scenarios and those358

in past or current climate conditions. To dissect the individual and collective influences359

of changes in storm climatology and SLR on the granular risk of compound flooding, our360

approach involves running the hydraulic model twice for each individual storm. This in-361

cludes one simulation with the incorporation of SLR and another without it. This ap-362

proach allows us to discern and quantify the distinct and synergistic effects of variations363

in storm climatology and SLR on the risk of compound flooding. To distinguish the con-364

tribution of each individual hazard (surge or rainfall-driven flooding) in compound flood-365

ing from each storm, we can simply run the model with only one driver as the bound-366

ary condition.367

3 Results and Discussion368

Impact of primary driver severity on compound flooding369

Here, we evaluate the influence of the primary drivers during the landfall of TCs370

on the magnitude and extent of inundation associated with compound flooding in the371

study area. This assessment is pivotal for gaining a comprehensive understanding of the372

intricacies inherent in flood hazards stemming from these meteorological phenomena. High373

wind speeds and low atmospheric pressure during the landfall of TCs lead to storm surge-374

driven flooding along coastal regions. Specifically, the greater the wind speed, the more375

intense and higher the storm surge becomes both before and during landfall. Concur-376

rently, rainfall intensity during landfall contributes to rainfall-driven flooding. The in-377

terplay between these factors, as elucidated in this study, sheds light on the intricate mech-378

anisms that underpin the devastating consequences of compound flooding induced by379

TCs. The severity and dominance of each primary driver determine the corresponding380

severity of the compound flooding hazard. Depending on which primary driver predom-381

inates, it may result in scenarios such as compound flooding with a dominant surge in382

coastal areas, a situation where rainfall-driven flooding in inland areas is more pronounced,383

or instances when both drivers are strong, leading to a severe compound flooding event384

characterized by both surge and rainfall-driven inundation.385

By examining the magnitude of these primary drivers, our study offers essential386

insights into the dynamics of compound flooding, encompassing factors like magnitude387

and the extent of inundation. To illustrate this, we selected two TCs as case studies to388

demonstrate how the magnitude of primary drivers can affect the resulting compound389

flooding. Figure 2 (top panels) presents information on the primary drivers of these two390

synthetic TC storms, which were derived from downscaling NCEP reanalysis data for391

the current climate. These measurements are presented both prior to landfall and at the392

time of landfall.393

In the first case, represented by synthetic track #1337 (Fig. 2, A and B), the pri-394

mary drivers include strong wind speeds (knots) at the eye of the TC before and dur-395

ing landfall, with rainfall intensity reaching up to 90-120 mm/hr in certain grid cells and396

an average wind speed of 40 knots (though it’s important to consider the duration of high397

wind speeds too). These primary drivers result in flooding depths of up to 3 meters in398
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some low-land coastal and inland areas. In contrast, the second case, depicted by syn-399

thetic track #1339 (Fig. 2, C and D), exhibits lower rainfall intensity, with the upper400

tail reaching up to 10 mm/hr, and wind speeds at the eye barely reaching 40 knots in401

the upper tail. These conditions lead to significantly lower flooding, especially in inland402

areas, and a reduced presence of compound flooding in coastal areas, where the flood-403

ing is predominantly surge-driven.404

This understanding offers a comprehensive and scientifically robust exploration of405

the relationship between the magnitude of primary drivers—specifically, rainfall inten-406

sity and surface wind speed—and the resulting complex dynamics of compound flood-407

ing. These insights are invaluable for advancing our understanding of the multifaceted408

flood hazards associated with TCs, which, in turn, contribute to a more informed and409

resilient approach to disaster preparedness. Using this approach, one can easily quan-410

tify the proportion of each individual hazard and analyze the dynamic interplay between411

them in generating compound flooding, with high temporal and spatial resolution. No-412

tably, the same methodology can be readily applied to ETC storms. This deeper under-413

standing supports improved forecasting, risk assessment, and preparedness measures in414

vulnerable coastal regions, ultimately enhancing resilience against the impacts of these415

storms. In the subsequent section, we delve into the contribution of each individual and416

compound hazard to the risk assessment and emphasize the significance of a physics-based417

approach to compound flooding.418

Assessing compound flooding impact and risk419

In this section, we present a comparative analysis of compound flooding, delineat-420

ing the individual contributions of surge and rainfall-driven flooding with a focus on coastal421

areas. The objective is to offer a clearer understanding of the effects and potential risks422

associated with compound flooding. Additionally, we examine how other approaches, such423

as singular hazards, surge, and rainfall-driven flooding considered individually, or a lin-424

early additive hazards approach, may lead to the underestimation or overestimation of425

the risk. It is important to note that our comparisons are based on the results obtained426

from six climate models. This approach enhances clarity by visualizing differences in var-427

ious sources of flooding within the models and accounting for uncertainties among them.428

To better comprehend the impact and importance of compound flooding in risk as-429

sessment for both the late 20th and 21st century climates, we selected a specific coastal430

area, which is also an urban area, as depicted in Figure 3 (A). This area was chosen to431

predominantly consist of non-tidal ground areas, with intertidal zones excluded, facil-432

itating a comparative risk analysis. We evaluated the risk, defined by probability of oc-433

currence or return period, associated with single hazards: surge-driven flooding (repre-434

sented in green), rainfall-driven flooding (in blue), and compound flooding, which takes435

into account the complex hydrodynamic interplay between these hazards at high tem-436

poral and spatial resolutions (depicted in red). We also included a linear addition of in-437

dividual flooding as a commonly used approach (in brown). This comparative analysis438

is instrumental in discerning the biases that arise when individual hazards are consid-439

ered separately or when the two are merely linearly combined to assess flooding risk, with-440

out accounting for the intricate hydrodynamic interactions across time and space inher-441

ent in compound flooding.442

As depicted in Figure 3, during the late 20th century, a significant proportion of443

compound flooding contributions originated from rainfall-driven flooding rather than surge-444

driven flooding, for both high-frequency and low-frequency events in nearly all climate445

models. This emphasizes the risk underestimation resulting from relying solely on surge-446

driven flooding in this region. Conversely, the linear summation of the two individual447

hazards, without accounting for the complex hydrodynamics of their interaction during448

landfall, results in an overestimation of risk in the majority of the climate models.449
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Moving forward to assess the risk at the end of the 21st century, a significant in-450

crease is observed in both individual and compound flooding risks, driven by alterations451

in storm climatology and SLR. Although, compared to the 20th century, the risks of both452

rainfall-driven flooding and surge-driven flooding increase significantly; however, unlike453

the end of the 20th century, surge-driven flooding dominates and contributes more to454

compound flooding compared to rainfall-driven flooding in this area, especially for low-455

frequency events (with return periods above 50 years). For specific upper tail low-frequency456

events, there is a heightened prominence of surge-driven flooding, contributing to com-457

pound flooding (in almost all climate models except UKESM1-0-LL), compared to rainfall-458

driven flooding. Additionally, the risk of compound flooding intensifies; events that pre-459

viously occurred once every 100 years in the late 20th century will pose a risk of occur-460

ring almost every less than 5 years by the end of the 21st century in almost all climate461

models. It is also worth noting that simply linearly summing the two single hazards to-462

gether to assess compound flooding results in a significant overestimation of the risk in463

the future climate. For example, events that occur approximately every 500 years (fac-464

toring in the complex hydrodynamic interplay between surge and rainfall-driven flood-465

ing) are estimated to happen approximately every 75 years by the end of the century when466

individual hazards are simply added linearly, signifying a considerable bias and overes-467

timation in risk assessment.468

The results initially emphasize the significance of employing a physics-based model469

for downscaling TCs under the context of a future warming climate. This approach is470

crucial for an accurate assessment of risk, as it takes into account the influence of cli-471

mate change in the forthcoming decades. This stands in contrast to relying solely on his-472

torical records, which do not accurately represent the characteristics of storms in the fu-473

ture warming climate and overlook the profound impacts of climate change on TC be-474

havior. The results also underscore the importance of considering the explicit complex475

hydrodynamics interplay between the individual flooding hazards when assessing the risk,476

as neglecting it was the case in previous studies (Reed et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Gar-477

ner et al., 2017; Emanuel, 2017; Marsooli et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2012), can lead to a se-478

vere underestimation of the actual risk in both current and future climates, with the dis-479

crepancy becoming more pronounced due to changes in climatology and SLR.480

Sea level rise and tropical cyclone climatology impacts481

SLR and changes in TC climatology are recognized as the primary drivers behind482

alterations in the risk of compound flooding in coastal regions. SLR, largely attributed483

to global climate change, raises the baseline water level, rendering coastal areas more sus-484

ceptible to inundation. When coupled with anticipated shifts in storm climatology, in-485

cluding variations in cyclone tracks, intensification, frequency, and other relevant attributes,486

the potential for compound flooding becomes increasingly evident. In this section, we487

investigate the compounding effects of SLR and changes in storm climatology, analyz-488

ing their influence on the risk of compound flooding during the late 20th century and489

the late 21st century. The late 20th century serves as a baseline for comprehending his-490

torical trends, while the late 21st-century projection offers insights into future warming491

scenarios.492

Figure 4 shows the compound flooding level from a large set of synthetic tracks in493

the previously selected coastal area (depicted in Figure 3 (A)), both with and without494

SLR in the late 20th and 21st centuries, based on the output from six climate models.495

This analysis aims to better understand the effect of SLR on changing the risk of com-496

pound flooding and associated uncertainty within and among different climate models.497

In the late 20th century, as depicted in Figure 4, SLR does not exhibit a discernible ef-498

fect on the risk of compound flooding caused by TCs. During this baseline period, the499

risk of experiencing compound flooding with a 0.5-meter depth, for example, is approx-500

imately 1% per annum on average, based on the ensemble of the six climate models, both501
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with and without SLR. As we progress towards the end of the century, changes in storm502

climatology, without considering the SLR effect, are projected to elevate the risk of com-503

pound flooding events. This elevation is manifested with a 10% probability per annum504

based on the CNRM-ESM2-1 model (Figure 4-D). This projection indicates that changes505

in storm climatology alone will escalate the risk of 0.5-meter events tenfold compared506

to the late 20th century. However, when we consider the added contribution of SLR by507

the end of the century, the risk of a compound flooding event of this nature will increase508

significantly. It is projected to occur approximately with a 20% probability per annum.509

This signifies that the combined impact of SLR and changes in storm climatology will510

amplify the risk twentyfold compared to the late 20th century. Furthermore, SLR alone511

will elevate the occurrence of such compound flooding events tenfold compared to the512

late 20th century and increase the annual probability of such an event to 10%. Similar513

intensification patterns are observed in other climate models. The intensification result-514

ing from the combined impact of SLR and changes in storm climatology significantly am-515

plifies the risk of low-frequency events in the late 21st century. For instance, events that516

historically had a return period of 1000 years in the late 20th century are projected to517

occur 40 times more frequently by the end of the century in the majority of the mod-518

els. In terms of the depth of compound flooding events with a return period of 1000 years519

in the selected coastal area, the EC-EARTH3 model estimates it to be approximately520

0.75 meters (ranging from 0.6 to 0.8 meters) in the late 20th century. However, by the521

end of the century, the depth of events with the same return period is projected to be522

around 1.65 meters (ranging from 1.5 to 1.8 meters) due to the combined effects of SLR523

and changes in storm climatology.524

Another noteworthy observation is that SLR is expected to significantly increase525

the risk of low-frequency events in the upper tail compared to other medium or high-526

frequency events by the end of the century. In a warming climate, all climate models (ex-527

cept EC-EARTH3 and UKESM1-0-LL) show that SLR is projected to intensify the risk528

significantly for upper tail events. For example, an extreme event that might occur al-529

most once every 2000 years (based on the CNRM-ESM2-1 model) by the end of the cen-530

tury would have a depth of compound flooding without the impact of SLR at almost 2.4531

meters. However, with SLR’s impact by that time, the depth is projected to increase to532

around 3.3 meters in such a warming climate. This difference is smaller in medium to533

high-frequency events.534

Our methodology enables us to examine and elucidate how these interacting pri-535

mary drivers may influence the risk of compound flooding in a warming climate, provid-536

ing valuable insights into the adaptive strategies and mitigation measures required for537

the late 21st century to safeguard coastal communities and infrastructure in an evolv-538

ing climate. These analyses furnish detailed granular information about which primary539

drivers are of greater concern and how adaptive strategies can be tailored for each spe-540

cific area based on priorities.541

Tropical cyclone compound flooding risk in today’s climate542

Here, we utilize our methodology to quantitatively assess the impact of anthropogenic543

warming that has already occured on the risk of compound flooding, specifically through544

TC climatology and SLR, within the context of the current climate in the study area.545

To achieve this, we conduct simulations to determine the maximum compound flooding546

levels from 4,100 synthetic TCs. These TCs are downscaled from NCEP reanalysis data547

for two distinct climate periods: the late 20th century (1979-1999) and the early 21st548

century (2000-2020). Figure 5 (A) illustrates alterations in the level of compound flood-549

ing events for different return periods between these two time frames, focusing on a se-550

lected location close to the shore, encompassed by buildings and road networks.551
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Our results suggest no significant changes in the risk of high-frequency events (less552

than 50 years) in the current climate compared to the late 20th century. Furthermore,553

they suggest a slight increase in the magnitude of compound flooding, characterized by554

return periods exceeding 50 years, under today’s climate compared to the late 20th cen-555

tury. This intensification is observed for rare events as well. However, it is important to556

note that distinguishing distinct trends for these events proves challenging due to sam-557

pling uncertainties.558

In Figure 5 (B), we present the spatially distributed risk of compound flooding events559

occurring once every 100 years or with a 1% likelihood of occurring in any given year560

across the entire study area. The outcomes suggest that climate change has notably el-561

evated the flood levels associated with such events, particularly in low-land coastal and562

inland areas, resulting in an increase of up to 0.4 meters, though the sampling uncertainty563

is large at these return periods. Notably, there is no observed decrease in the level of flood-564

ing within the region. These results underscore the profound influence of climate change565

on TC characteristics, including wind speeds, in conjunction with SLR, intensified rain-566

fall, and the consequential surge height and compound flooding along coastlines, as well567

as inland flooding. Our findings underscore the pivotal role of climate change in reshap-568

ing the risk of compound flooding in the study area. A nuanced understanding of this569

evolving risk provides valuable insights for decision-makers, even in the short term, within570

the current climate as compared to the past. This knowledge aids in identifying areas571

that are most vulnerable to these hazards, thereby facilitating more informed decision-572

making processes in the current climate.573

Tropical cyclone compound flooding risk in a future warming climate574

Here, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of compound flooding risk associated575

with TCs, focusing on how this risk may evolve in a warming climate. Our investigation576

considers changes in TC climatology and SLR across different time periods. To under-577

stand the temporal evolution of compound flooding risk in our study area, we center our578

analysis on a specific location near New Bedford City, as indicated in Figure 6. Our aim579

is to illuminate the changing dynamics of compound flooding depths in this area, draw-580

ing insights from historical data, contemporary observations, and future climate projec-581

tions.582

We conducted a rigorous probabilistic analysis, employing advanced mixture mod-583

eling techniques to delineate the underlying probability distributions of compound flood-584

ing for each time period. Specifically, gamma and Weibull mixture models were applied585

to simulated compound flooding levels from each climate model, with model selection586

guided by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). To comprehensively assess inherent587

uncertainty, we applied bootstrap resampling techniques, generating 3,000 samples per588

iteration for compound flooding level simulations from each climate model across each589

time period. Subsequently, confidence intervals at the 5% and 95% levels were derived590

for key parameters associated with the fitted distribution. The frequency of compound591

flooding in the specified regions, attributed to changes in storm climatology and SLR,592

is delineated in Figure 6 through aggregated simulations involving six CMIP6 climate593

models. In this figure, the bold line represents the frequency of compound flooding lev-594

els within the selected area for different return periods across distinct time periods, in-595

cluding simulations for the late 20th and 21st centuries, as well as reanalysis data from596

the NCEP dataset for the current climate. Furthermore, the colored envelope illustrates597

the ensemble mean within the 5th to 95th percentile range, calculated based on the out-598

comes derived from the six climate models. The results (based on the ensemble mean599

of the climate models) indicate that compound flooding events that previously occurred600

with a 1% probability in a given year, in the late 20th century in this particular loca-601

tion, have now increased in frequency. In the current climate, these events occur with602

an annual probability of 1.3 in any given year, and in the future, they are expected to603
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occur with a probability of 3.3 in each year. Evidently, changes in storm climatology and604

SLR are leading to a significant increase in the risk of compound flooding in the selected605

area. Furthermore, in a future warming climate, the depth of compound flooding asso-606

ciated with low-frequency events from TCs will also substantially increase. For instance,607

for events with an annual probability of 0.2%, the depth of compound flooding in this608

specific area is projected to rise from approximately 0.5 meters in the current climate609

to 1.25 meters by the end of 21st century. Therefore, it is crucial that the design of in-610

frastructure, housing, and other critical facilities takes into account the heightened risk611

of compound flooding from TCs, both in the present and in the face of future, intensi-612

fying storms and SLR.613

To gain a comprehensive understanding of the spatially distributed risk of compound614

flooding in the area, we have calculated the risk for each grid cell with a 20-meter spa-615

tial resolution, drawing from the extensive simulations of synthetic TCs. Figure 7 illus-616

trates the results for different types of compound flooding events with return periods of617

5, 50, 200, and 500 years. This spatial analysis provides valuable insights into the risk618

associated with both high-frequency and low-frequency compound flooding events from619

TCs. For each time period, including the late 20th century (Figure 7 A-D) and the 21st620

century (Figure 7 E-H), we assessed the depth of compound flooding for various high and621

low-frequency events at the grid cell level. To understand the role of changes in storm622

climatology and SLR in reshaping the risk landscape of compound flooding in warming623

climate in the study area, we have used the late 20th century as a baseline for compar-624

ison. The ensemble mean of compound flooding for each return period was analyzed to625

discern trends and shifts in the occurrence and intensity of compound flooding from TCs.626

Figure 7 (I-L) reveals that, for high-frequency events, the level of compound flooding re-627

sulting from intensified TCs and SLR will increase by 0.5-1.0 meters in coastal areas and628

by 2.0-2.5 meters for low-frequency events in the same regions. In inland areas, the risk629

of flooding from intensified rainfall associated with TCs in a warming climate will in-630

crease significantly, with flooding levels rising by 1.5-2.5 meters for low-frequency inten-631

sified TCs in the majority of areas.632

The detailed, granular information provided in this section regarding compound633

flooding in the late 20th century and in a warming climate in the late 21st century is cru-634

cial for tailoring effective adaptation strategies in infrastructure design, as well as for the635

construction of buildings and critical infrastructure such as power plants. This informa-636

tion is also important for formulating policies and structuring insurance to discourage637

habitation in high-risk locations. Relying solely on historical risk assessments, even when638

extensive information is available, as depicted in Figure 7 (A-D), is insufficient. This is639

because the risk of compound flooding driven by TCs in future warming decades will sur-640

pass historical risk due to changes in storm climatology and SLR (Figure 7 (E-H)). Our641

physics-based risk assessment methodology provides a comprehensive understanding of642

the compound flooding risk linked to TCs, spanning historical, current, and future sce-643

narios. Through the comparative analysis of return periods across different temporal frames,644

our findings serve to inform and direct strategies for mitigating and adapting to the com-645

plex challenges presented by compound flooding in a continually evolving climate. There-646

fore, it is desirable to ground design decisions in physics-based risk assessment outcomes647

tailored to the future warming climate to establish resilience in infrastructure, urban de-648

velopment, and community preparedness.649

Extratropical cyclones compound flooding risk in current and future cli-650

mates651

In Figure 8, we illustrate the contributions of ETC climatology changes and SLR652

to variations in the risk of compound flooding within the depicted area, encompassing653

both current and anticipated future warming climates. Our analysis is limited to high-654

frequency events, defined by return periods of 20 years or less, due to constraints asso-655
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ciated with our downscaled dataset. The combined impact of ETC climatology changes656

and SLR is projected to lead to a nearly threefold increase in the likelihood of compound657

flooding by the end of the century in the selected coastal area. Specifically, compound658

flooding events with high-frequency occurrences, with a 5% annual probability, are ex-659

pected to occur with a 14% annual likelihood by the end of the century. These pronounced660

changes are primarily observed in the coastal areas.661

To gain deeper insights into the effects of ETC climatology change and SLR, we662

also quantify the spatially varying risk of compound flooding events in the current and663

future warming climate. Figures 9 (A-D) depict the results for the current climate, while664

Figures 9 (E-H) display the projections for the end of the century. In Figures 9 (I-L),665

we highlight differences in flooding levels across different regions for the specified return666

periods. Evidently, coastal areas exhibit a pronounced intensification of compound flood-667

ing, attributed primarily to SLR within these regions. The magnitude of this intensifi-668

cation in compound flooding levels increases from events with return periods of 2 years669

to those with return periods of 20 years. However, unlike TC-driven compound flood-670

ing, the levels of flooding resulting from ETC events in inland areas display a distinct671

pattern for high-frequency ETC events. Our findings indicate no discernible trend in terms672

of flooding levels in inland areas at the end of the 21st century, relative to the current673

climate. In fact, some areas even exhibit a decreasing trend, with only some low-lying674

regions displaying an increasing trend, which is not statistically significant when com-675

pared to the current climate. Therefore, our results suggest that rainfall-driven flood-676

ing from high-frequency ETC events will not intensify in inland areas from future ETC677

events relative to the ones in the current climate. The bulk of the intensification is ex-678

pected to occur along coastal areas, driven primarily by SLR during high-frequency ETC679

events. These findings align with prior studies (Lin et al., 2019; Booth et al., 2021), which680

indicate that the effects of climate change on ETC storms are relatively minor compared681

to the significant impact of SLR on storm surge intensification in northeastern U.S. coastal682

areas. To enhance our understanding and facilitate comparisons, it is imperative to in-683

clude more dynamically downscaled ETC events over longer time periods, particularly684

focusing on low-frequency events. This would allow us to comprehensively assess the risk685

of compound flooding associated with these low-frequency ETC events, similar to the686

approach taken in our analysis of TC-driven compound flooding events.687

4 Conclusion688

In this study, we employed a physics-based risk assessment methodology designed689

to quantify the risk of compound flooding stemming from tropical and extratropical cy-690

clones in coastal regions. We emphasize the virtues of a physics-based approach, which691

circumvents the severe limitations of historically based assessments, given the shortness692

of the records and the growing irrelevance of history in a changing climate. Such meth-693

ods are essential for understanding the evolving landscape of compound flooding risk in694

coastal areas within the current and future climates. Our methodology offers a compre-695

hensive means of assessing past, present, and future risks under the influence of chang-696

ing storm drivers and SLR, which amplifies coastal flooding.697

To achieve our objectives, we employed a two-pronged approach. First, we down-698

scaled from reanalyses and climate models comprehensive datasets of synthetic TCs us-699

ing a statistical-deterministic method. Additionally, we downscaled ETCs using WRF.700

These simulations were informed by key climate statistics and reanalysis data, address-701

ing the challenges associated with the scarcity of relevant datasets over varying time pe-702

riods. Furthermore, this approach allowed us to account for the influence of climate change703

on the primary drivers of compound flooding. In order to quantify the risk of compound704

flooding, our methodology explicitly considers the intricate hydrodynamics of this phe-705

nomenon. It takes into account the simultaneous interplay of surge-driven and rainfall-706

driven flooding across time and space during the landfall of each storm. This unique ap-707
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proach enables us to assess the contribution and magnitude of primary drivers, such as708

rainfall intensity, wind speed, and SLR, in amplifying compound flooding and backwa-709

ter effects across both time and space at high resolution. It also facilitates the assess-710

ment of the contribution of each individual flooding type to the overall compound flood-711

ing risk assessment. Our results underscore the underestimation of both individual flood-712

ing hazards and the overall risk of compound flooding stemming from both TCs and ETCs,713

particularly in a warming climate. This underscores the significance of using numerical714

simulations that incorporate the complex hydrodynamics of explicit compound flood-715

ing caused by TCs and ETCs. This approach emphasizes the importance of moving away716

from reliance solely on statistical joint distribution of the drivers of compound flooding717

or conventional statistical or physical methods that focus exclusively on individual drivers718

or hazards (Gori et al., 2022; Moftakhari et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2019, 2016; Garner et719

al., 2017; Reed et al., 2015).720

Our methodology is instrumental for understanding the contribution of storm cli-721

matology changes and SLR to the evolution of compound flooding risk over time. We722

find that TC-driven compound flooding risk is considerably higher than that of ETC-723

driven events, especially for high-frequency events in the Buzzards Bay area. Our results724

further demonstrate an increased risk of TC-driven compound flooding in the present725

climate compared to the late 20th century, with significant intensification anticipated726

in future warming climates. SLR emerges as a substantial contributor to this heightened727

risk. In the case of high-frequency ETC-driven compound flooding, we anticipate an am-728

plified risk in coastal areas by the end of the century, primarily due to SLR. Neverthe-729

less, the risk in inland areas seems to remain relatively stable, with specific regions even730

experiencing a reduced risk of rainfall-driven flooding.731

While our methodology excels at assessing risk associated with rare events, its ca-732

pacity to evaluate ETC-driven risk is limited by the scarcity of events feasible for sim-733

ulation using three-dimensional models like WRF. Future research should focus on more734

efficient methods for downscaling ETC storms, potentially through high-resolution global735

model ensembles in present and future climates. Though our study did not address the736

interaction of astronomical tides with storm surge and SLR, we acknowledge their im-737

portance and recommend their inclusion in future assessments of surge and compound738

flood hazards. Our methodology can be extended beyond the Buzzards Bay area and739

New York City (Sarhadi et al., 2024) and can be applied as a scalable framework for vul-740

nerable coastal regions worldwide that face the imminent threat of compound flooding741

from TCs and ETCs, even in the absence of historical records, regardless of their lati-742

tude. However, it is essential to tailor the methodology to incorporate region-specific fac-743

tors, such as bathymetry, soil characteristics, coastal morphology, storm surge dynam-744

ics, and tidal influences. Customization helps ensure the accurate assessment and quan-745

tification of the compound flooding hazard by tailoring the approach to the specific char-746

acteristics and conditions of the region or scenario.747

Our methodology also equips decision-makers with scientifically-informed insights748

to enhance preparedness and resilience of coastal areas. It enables authorities to estimate749

the likelihood of destructive storms in both current and future decades and quantify po-750

tential damages. Regional assessments empower authorities to customize adaptation strate-751

gies, allocate resources effectively, and safeguard critical infrastructure and coastal com-752

munities. Our study can serve as a cornerstone for proactive risk assessment, especially753

given the projected population increase within flood-prone coastal zones and megacities754

by 2050 (Aerts et al., 2014; Neumann et al., 2015; Kulp & Strauss, 2019). Notably, de-755

spite the significant assets in coastal flood-prone areas, investments in protective mea-756

sures often fall short. Our methodology provides a comprehensive guide to ensure that757

adaptation efforts are precisely tailored to address the unique challenges posed by com-758

pound flooding in coastal cities. In addition to localized adaptation measures, the need759
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to reduce greenhouse gas emissions takes center stage in mitigating the increased risk760

and reducing associated damages within a warming climate.761

In summary, our research significantly advances our comprehension of the multi-762

faceted risks associated with compound flooding, while concurrently providing decision-763

makers with a robust analytical framework and requisite resources to fortify the resilience764

of vulnerable coastal regions in response to the escalating influence of climate change.765

Consequently, our study can serve as an essential foundation for the development and766

implementation of comprehensive strategies encompassing damage mitigation, strategic767

design, anticipatory planning, predictive forecasting, adaptive measures, and proactive768

mitigation interventions, all specifically tailored to address the complexities of coastal769

flooding caused by cyclonic storms.770
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Figure 1. Surge simulation process for ETCs using dynamically downscaled WRF simula-

tions of primary drivers (wind speed and sea level pressure fields) in the study area. (A) Three

nested grids with spatial resolutions of 27, 9, and 3-km used for dynamically downscaling WRF

simulations (in this study, we focus on the 3-km spatial resolution domain). (B-C) Hourly wind

and pressure fields downscaled via WRF simulations driven by ERA-Interim reanalysis for an

ETC event occurred on 27-28th December 2012. (D) Simulated surge height (in meters) from the

ETC at the regional scale using modified GeoClaw. (E) Performance evaluation of GeoClaw for

the ETC storm (the blue line represents observed surge heights during the landfall of the ETCs,

calculated by de-tiding water levels, with water elevation subtracted from NOAA tide predictions

at the Woods Hole gauge. The red line represents surge heights simulated by GeoClaw. Note

that the temporal resolution on the x-axis is six minutes).

Figure 2. Impact of key drivers of compound flooding, such as rainfall intensity and surface

wind speed. The top panels include the Probability Distribution Function of rainfall intensity

(mm/hr) at each grid cell during landfall and the maximum surface wind speed (knots) at the

eye of synthetic TC tracks, both before and at the time of landfall, for two selected synthetic TCs

in the current climate downscaled by NCEP reanalysis data. The lower panels depict the corre-

sponding compound flooding response for the two synthetic TCs. (A and B) show the drivers and

compound flooding for TC track 1337, while (C and D) show the same results for synthetic TC

track 1339.

Figure 3. Comparison of compound flooding risk assessment relative to individual surge and

rainfall-driven flooding, and linear addition of individual hazards. (A) Maximum compound

flooding level from a randomly selected synthetic TC generated from the EC-EARTH3 model

during the late 20th century, along with the location of a coastal area chosen for comparing dif-

ferent types of flooding. (B-C) Flooding levels as a function of the return period from various

individual and compound flooding hazard sources for the selected coastal area, using synthetic

TCs generated from the CESM2 model for the late 20th and 21st centuries, respectively. (D-M)

Similar to (B-C) but using synthetic TCs generated from other climate models. The shaded areas

in the plots represent sampling uncertainty bounds, calculated based on the 5th and 95th per-

centiles of a Poisson distribution within each climate model.

Figure 4. Assessment of the contribution of SLR and changes in TC climatology to the risk of

compound flooding in the late 20th and 21st centuries, focusing on the selected location depicted

in Figure 3 (A). Each line in the graph illustrates the simulated compound flooding levels derived

from synthetic TCs downscaled from each of the six climate models. The shaded region repre-

sents the confidence interval, indicating sampling uncertainty, and is calculated based on the 5th

and 95th percentiles of a Poisson distribution within each climate model.
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Figure 5. Impact of TC climatology change and SLR on the alteration of compound flooding

risk during today’s climate (2000-2020) in comparison to the late 20th century (1979-1999) in

a selected coastal location. (A) representation of the compound flooding levels as a function of

return period, comparing today’s climate with the late 20th century. The results are derived from

the depicted coastal location, excluding intertidal zones. Each line represents compound flooding

outcomes produced through the generation of synthetic TCs based on reanalysis NCEP data for

the respective time periods. The shaded areas in the figure indicate the sampling uncertainty

margins, calculated using the 5th and 95th percentiles of a Poisson distribution. (B) Assessment

of the impact of changes in TC climatology and SLR on the spatially-varying risk of 100-year

return period compound flooding events in today’s climate relative to the late 20th century. In

this map, red color denotes an increasing trend, blue color represents a decreasing trend, and

gray color signifies areas exhibiting no discernible trend or values close to zero.

Figure 6. Impact of TC climatology changes and SLR on compound flooding in historical,

present, and future climates in the selected coastal area (depicted in the left panels). Each line

represents the outcomes derived from synthetic TCs downscaled from multiple climate models

and reanalysis data for the three timeframes: historical (dark blue), present (light blue), and

future climates (red). The shading in the figure represents confidence intervals (5% and 95%) de-

rived through a bootstrapping approach for the ensemble of climate models. See text for details.

Figure 7. Spatially distributed granular risk of compound flooding from TCs in past and

future climates. (A-D) Present the results of compound flooding for various return periods in

the late 20th century. (E-H) Depict the same analysis for the late 21st century. (I-L) Illustrate

the differences in compound flooding levels between the late 21st century and late 20th century

for different return periods. Here, red indicates an increasing trend, blue indicates a decreasing

trend, and gray signifies no clear trend or values close to zero. Note that these results are based

on the ensemble mean of the six CMIP6 climate models.

Figure 8. Impact of ETC climatology changes and SLR on the risk of compound flooding in

the current and future climates in the selected coastal area (depicted in the left panels). Each

line represents the outcomes derived from dynamically downscaled ETC events for two time-

frames: the current climate (2006-2020, shown in blue) and future climates (2081-2100, shown in

red). The shading in the figure represents confidence intervals (5% and 95%) derived through a

bootstrapping approach.

Figure 9. Spatially distributed granular risk of compound flooding from ETCs in the current

and future climates. (A-D) Present the results of compound flooding for various return periods in

the current climate. (E-H) Depict the same analysis for the late 21st century. (I-L) Illustrate the

differences in compound flooding levels between the late 21st century and the current climate for

various return periods. Note that red indicates an increasing trend, blue indicates a decreasing

trend, and gray signifies no clear trend or values close to zero.
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Abstract11

In recent years, efforts to assess the evolving risks of coastal compound surge and rainfall-12

driven flooding from tropical cyclones (TCs) and extratropical cyclones (ETCs) in a warm-13

ing climate have intensified. While substantial progress has been made, the persistent14

challenge lies in obtaining actionable insights into the changing magnitude and spatially-15

varying flood risks in coastal areas. We employ a physics-based numerical hydrodynamic16

framework to simulate compound flooding from TCs and ETCs in both current and fu-17

ture warming climate conditions, focusing on the western side of Buzzard Bay in Mas-18

sachusetts. Our approach leverages hydrodynamic models driven by extensive sets of syn-19

thetic TCs downscaled from CMIP6 climate models and dynamically downscaled ETC20

events using the WRF model forced by CMIP5 simulations. Through this methodology,21

we quantify the extent to which climate change can potentially reshape the risk land-22

scape of compound flooding in the study area. Our findings reveal a significant increase23

in TC-induced compound flooding risk due to evolving climatology and sea level rise (SLR).24

Additionally, there is a heightened magnitude of compound flooding from ETCs, in coastal25

regions, due to SLR. Inland areas exhibit a decline in rainfall-driven flooding from high-26

frequency ETC events toward the end of the century compared to the current climate.27

Our methodology is transferable to other vulnerable coastal regions, serving as a valu-28

able decision-making tool for adaptive measures in densely populated areas. It equips29

decision-makers and stakeholders with the means to effectively mitigate the destructive30

impacts of compound flooding arising from both current and future TCs and ETCs.31

Plain Language Summary32

During storms in coastal areas, strong winds can cause surge-driven flooding, and33

simultaneously, intense rainfall may lead to inland heavy rainfall-driven flooding. Some-34

times, these two flooding sources coincide, forming compound surge and rainfall-driven35

flooding, which is more destructive than either hazard alone. To assess the risk of such36

destructive compound flooding, we use physics-based models to quantify the frequency37

and magnitude of these hazards. Additionally, we evaluate how climate change and fac-38

tors such as sea-level rise may affect the frequency and magnitude of such events in coastal39

areas. Through these detailed, granular risk assessments, regions facing increased flood-40

ing threats can develop strategies to better mitigate damages posed by compound flood-41

ing during extreme storms.42
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1 Introduction43

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are powerful storms characterized by their strong winds,44

heavy precipitation, and storm surges. They predominantly affect tropical coastal ar-45

eas, where they can cause significant annual damage, estimated at US$26 billion in the46

United States alone (Bakkensen & Mendelsohn, 2019). However, recent scientific evidence47

indicates a notable poleward shift in TC distribution. This shift is attributed in part to48

global climate warming and ocean temperature rise, which create conducive conditions49

for the formation and propagation of TCs into higher latitudes (Kossin et al., 2014; Kossin,50

2018). As TCs extend into higher latitudes, they introduce new challenges and hazards.51

These areas are less accustomed to such extreme weather events, and their populations,52

infrastructure, and ecosystems may be poorly prepared to cope with them (Studholme53

et al., 2022). In addition to TCs occurring during warm seasons, extratropical cyclones54

(ETCs) develop in cold seasons in these regions. ETCs can experience slower movement55

as a result of atmospheric conditions, leading to intricate storm dynamics and an ele-56

vated likelihood of causing substantial damage (Booth et al., 2021; Colle et al., 2015).57

Damage resulting from TCs and ETCs is associated with various hazards inher-58

ent to these weather systems. Strong winds and the low-pressure systems accompany-59

ing these storms during landfall can induce storm surges in coastal regions, leading to60

coastal flooding. Subsequently, during landfall, heavy rainfall can result in inland fresh-61

water flooding. At times, both forms of flooding can transpire simultaneously, resulting62

in a compound event that combines salty storm surge and freshwater rainfall-driven flood-63

ing. The intricate interplay between these two sources of flooding often results in com-64

pound flooding events that exhibit greater destructive potential compared to individ-65

ual occurrences of either saltwater surge or torrential freshwater rainfall-driven flood-66

ing (Wahl et al., 2015).67

In a warming climate, several factors may contribute to an increased potential for68

compound flooding events resulting from TCs and ETCs. It is well-established that the69

intensity of rainfall associated with these storms is likely to intensify. This escalation is70

primarily driven by higher saturation vapor pressure of water, as dictated by the Clausius-71

Clapeyron equation (Liu et al., 2019). Furthermore, the movement of TCs toward higher72

latitudes, alterations in their translational speed, and modifications in the behavior of73

ETCs all contribute to the altered hazards associated with these storms (Kossin, 2018;74

Booth et al., 2021). Additionally, the rising sea levels further exacerbate the impact of75

compound flooding events, necessitating a comprehensive evaluation and mitigation of76

the associated risks (Strauss et al., 2021; Marsooli et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019, 2016).77

It is important to gain a deeper understanding of how these alterations in storm char-78

acteristics, manifesting within a future warming climate, may reshape the risk of com-79

pound flooding resulting from these storms. This is particularly vital in regions unac-80

customed to such cyclonic activity, as this knowledge is essential for enhancing prepared-81

ness, facilitating adaptation, and formulating mitigation strategies aimed at reducing the82

potentially devastating damages associated with these events.83

One significant challenge associated with TCs and ETCs is the limited availabil-84

ity of comprehensive records of these storms. The most reliable records we can obtain85

date back only to the early satellite era, starting in the 1980s. This timeframe is rela-86

tively short, and for specific regions, some landfalling storms may not have been recorded,87

exacerbating the issue. Consequently, when attempting to employ historical records to88

quantify the risk of compound flooding from these storms, a significant degree of uncer-89

tainty arises due to the brevity of the dataset and the paucity of observations. Even if90

more extended records of these storms were available from the past, they may not be rep-91

resentative of today’s climate, primarily due to the influence of climate change. It is im-92

portant to emphasize that even contemporary climate records do not provide an accu-93

rate representation of future conditions, again owing to ongoing climate change. There-94

fore, any statistical risk assessment method relying solely on historical statistics may fail95
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to accurately quantify the risk. Infrastructure or adaptation planning based on such method-96

ologies can thus lead to vulnerabilities and significant damages. To address this data lim-97

itation and account for the evolving climate, we employ a physics-based risk modeling98

framework (Sarhadi et al., 2024). This framework is driven by the atmospheric and ocean99

climatology of reanalysis data and General Circulation Models (GCMs) (Emanuel et al.,100

2006, 2008; Komurcu et al., 2018). It enables the downscaling of TCs and ETCs across101

past, current, and future climate scenarios. This approach helps address the dearth of102

observations and provides insights into how these storms may evolve under a warming103

climate, consequently shedding light on how the risk of compound flooding in coastal ar-104

eas at higher latitudes may change.105

Compound flooding arises from the complex interplay between storm surge and heavy106

rainfall-driven inundation, manifesting across both spatial and temporal dimensions. It107

is important to meticulously model this intricate hydrodynamic interaction between the108

two sources of flooding, distinguished by their saline (surge) and freshwater (rainfall) char-109

acteristics, with a high level of temporal and spatial precision. In recent years, there has110

been a growing focus on modeling intricate coastal hydrodynamics. Commonly, statis-111

tical methodologies are used to assess flood risk by establishing joint statistical distri-112

butions that capture interdependencies among various flooding drivers, often at local-113

ized or gauge scales (Gori et al., 2020; Wahl et al., 2015; Moftakhari et al., 2017; Gori114

& Lin, 2022; Zhang & Najafi, 2020). However, these methods have limitations, primar-115

ily stemming from their inability to account for the complex dynamic interactions be-116

tween storm surge and rainfall-driven flooding. These approaches rely heavily on sta-117

tistical measures of dependence, which can introduce uncertainties. Moreover, they of-118

ten overlook hydraulic dynamics of compound flooding, which involves integrating surge119

height and rainfall intensity to determine flooding levels while considering their compounded120

effects. The prevailing statistical practices, which often treat the drivers of compound121

flooding (rainfall intensity and surge height) through joint distributions rather than con-122

sidering the actual hydraulically driven flooding, result in imprecise assessments of com-123

pound flooding risk. Numerous studies have explored coastal flooding stemming from124

TCs and ETCs through the utilization of physics-based modeling methodologies (Marsooli125

et al., 2019; Gori et al., 2020; Emanuel, 2017; Lin et al., 2019). However, the majority126

of these studies have primarily focused on single hazard scenarios, such as rainfall- or127

surge-induced flooding, or on combining separate hazards. Therefore, these approaches128

may underestimate flooding risk when modeling the hydrodynamics of compound flood-129

ing. In our study, we employ an innovative approach designed to overcome the limita-130

tions often associated with these conventional methodologies. Our method utilizes a physically-131

based numerical hydrodynamic model, allowing for the explicit simulation of compound132

flooding. This is accomplished by concurrently converting key driving factors, such as133

wind speed and rainfall intensity, into hydraulic-based flood simulations, providing a high134

level of temporal and spatial resolution to comprehensively capture the complex inter-135

play between surge and rainfall-driven flooding during the landfall of TC or ETC storms.136

By utilizing a state-of-the-art dataset of downscaled storms, combined with an un-137

derstanding of the climatology of these storms and projected sea level rise (SLR) in the138

current and future warming climate, we can evaluate the potential evolution of compound139

flooding risk in coastal areas. This approach also allows us to identify the primary drivers140

that may intensify the risk of compound flooding. Such information can furnish a de-141

tailed granular perspective on the risk of compound flooding in coastal regions, enabling142

authorities to enhance their preparedness and adaptation strategies for coastal cities and143

communities. This proactive approach is crucial for mitigating damages in the current144

and future climates.145
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2 Dataset and methodology146

Synthetic Tropical Cyclone Model and Datasets147

To comprehensively address the multiple hazards associated with TCs, we initiate148

the process by creating synthetic TC events using the methodology detailed in references149

(Emanuel et al., 2006, 2008). This method employs deterministic and numerical down-150

scaling to generate synthetic TCs by introducing random seeding, both in terms of their151

spatial and temporal characteristics, across the entire Atlantic Ocean basin. The initial152

wind intensity of these seeded TCs is determined through a deterministic calculation,153

utilizing a high-resolution, coupled ocean-atmosphere tropical cyclone model. This model154

is driven by the thermodynamic conditions of the ocean and atmosphere, taking into ac-155

count various factors, including monthly mean sea surface temperature, atmospheric tem-156

perature, humidity, and daily interpolated horizontal winds at altitudes of 250 and 850157

hPa (Emanuel et al., 2008).158

It’s important to note that any storms failing to intensify to wind speeds exceed-159

ing 21 m/s (equivalent to 40 knots) are excluded from the dataset. In a natural selec-160

tion process, only seed vortices encountering favorable large-scale environmental condi-161

tions intensify into TCs, with their development timing synchronized with environmen-162

tal climatic patterns. The intensity of TCs is determined through the employment of the163

Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (CHIPS), which is an axisymmetric hur-164

ricane model coupled to a 1D ocean model (Emanuel et al., 2004). For the purposes of165

this study, we fix the TC outer radius at 400 km, but otherwise, the structure of the vor-166

tex, including the radius of maximum winds, is determined by the model physics. The167

dynamic downscaling method enables the simulation of numerous synthetic TC events,168

driven by bias-corrected climate reanalysis or projections from CMIP6 GCMs. Through-169

out the entire lifespan of each synthetic TC, we consistently record key meteorological170

parameters, including maximum surface wind speed, pressure, and the radius of max-171

imum winds. These parameters are obtained through the model and are saved at 2-hour172

intervals. Subsequently, a hydrodynamic model known as GeoClaw (Mandli & Dawson,173

2014) is employed to simulate wind-induced storm surges with high temporal resolution174

along the coastline near the study area during the landfall of each synthetic TC (further175

details on this modeling process can be found in the provided references).176

In addition to generating primary drivers for storm surges from synthetic TCs, we177

also generate high-resolution hourly rainfall intensity data at a spatial resolution of ap-178

proximately 20 meters for the vicinity of the study area during the landfall of each syn-179

thetic TC using a Tropical Cyclone Rainfall (TCR) model (Feldmann et al., 2019). TCR,180

a physics-driven model, links convective rainfall in TCs to the TC vortex’s vertical ve-181

locity, accounting for factors such as frictional convergence, topography, vortex stretch-182

ing, baroclinic effects, and radiative cooling. Previous studies have applied TCR in risk183

assessments (Emanuel, 2017; Gori & Lin, 2022) and validated it against observed TC-184

related rainfall in the United States (Feldmann et al., 2019; Xi et al., 2020). These stud-185

ies demonstrated TCR’s accuracy in replicating coastal rainfall patterns but noted lim-186

itations in inland and mountainous areas. To assess the accuracy of this rainfall dataset,187

Feldmann et al., (2019) conducted an evaluation by comparing it with observed rainfall188

data obtained from the NEXRAD radar network and rain gauges across the eastern United189

States. This high-resolution, hourly rainfall intensity data plays a critical role in quan-190

tifying the rainfall-induced hazard, a key component contributing to the compound flood-191

ing processes.192

The downscaling process is implemented for six distinct CMIP6 climate model sim-193

ulations: CESM2, CNRM-ESM2-1, EC-EARTH3, IPSL-CM6A-LR, MIROC6, and UKESM1-194

0-LL, all operating under the SSP3-7.0 scenario. Synthetic TC tracks are generated for195

two different time periods: the late 20th century, spanning 1971-2000, and the end of the196

century, from 2071-2100, using the climate model simulations. The whole dataset com-197
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prises approximately 46,800 synthetic storms, with approximately 3,900 synthetic storms198

generated from each climate model in each period. Furthermore, we repeat this process199

to generate 4,100 synthetic storms based on NCEP reanalysis data, representing the late200

20th century and current climates (1979-2020). In total, these datasets encompass a large201

set of synthetic TCs, with their centers passing within 300 km of the New Bedford city202

in the study area.203

Extratropical cyclone datasets204

The method described above, which involves statistically and deterministically down-205

scaling TCs, enables the simulation of a vast number of idealized synthetic TC events206

based on climate reanalysis or climate model simulations (Emanuel et al., 2008). This207

is possible, to a reasonable extent, because the feedback of TCs on the surrounding large-208

scale environment does not significantly impact their subsequent evolution. For exam-209

ple, TC tracks are primarily determined by the large-scale flow in which they are em-210

bedded (and, to a lesser extent, by the beta drift effect), which passively advects them211

(Emanuel et al., 2006), irrespective of the TC’s internal evolution. Additionally, this method212

employs analytical simplifications, such as assuming axisymmetry and moist slantwise-213

neutrality in the free troposphere, which reduces the downscaling model to a single ra-214

dial dimension, making it computationally efficient, even at high radial resolution.215

However, for ETC events, it is not feasible to neglect the effects of the storm on216

the large-scale environment. Therefore, it is not possible to generate additional synthetic217

ETCs within a given global climate model run. Only storms explicitly simulated in these218

runs can be dynamically downscaled. At present, there are no reduced-dimension mod-219

els that can be used to dynamically downscale ETCs, so computationally expensive re-220

gional climate models like the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Komurcu221

et al., 2018) are required to provide high-resolution information on the behavior of ETCs222

for risk assessment. Due to the difficulty and computational cost associated with sim-223

ulating a large number of downscaled ETC events, we do not attempt to do this ourselves.224

Instead, we utilize state-of-the-art WRF dynamical downscaling data described in Ko-225

murcu et al., (2018). These downscaling simulations were developed to support regional226

climate studies in the northeastern U.S. They downscale CMIP5, RCP8.5 projections227

by CESM v1.0, which have been bias-corrected to support climate research. The WRF228

data used here covers two different time periods: the 2006-2020 current climate period229

and the 2081-2100 end-of-the-century period, with hourly time resolution. Additionally,230

we use the output of a 2006-2015 WRF simulation to downscale ERA-Interim reanal-231

ysis data (Dee et al., 2011), which aids in verifying our model. The WRF simulations232

employ nested domains on a Cartesian grid, with the innermost domain covering 1500233

km by 1200 km and using uniform convection-permitting 3 km resolution. To simulate234

rainwater flooding and storm surge in the study area, we require downscaled precipita-235

tion rates, surface pressure, and surface winds, which must be transformed from the WRF236

Lambert conformal conic projection to the geographical coordinates used in the hydraulic237

and surge models. More detailed information can be found in Sarhadi et al. (2024).238

To assess the risk associated with compound flooding, we compile a catalog of po-239

tential freshwater and surge flooding events linked to ETCs for each downscaled period.240

To identify potential freshwater flooding events, we calculate time series of rainfall in-241

tensity averaged over the area extending from -71.2 to -70.5 W and 41.5 to 41.9 N for242

each historical and future period. Potential freshwater flooding events are selected it-243

eratively by searching for rainfall intensity maxima in the time series in decreasing or-244

der, starting from the global maximum. Each event extends from four days before to one245

day after the selected local maximum. Once an event is defined, its full time-span is re-246

moved from the time series so that the next, slightly weaker event selected is the most247

intense remaining event in the time series. The total number of events selected in each248

downscaled period is equal to five times the number of years in the corresponding pe-249
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riod. Similarly, to identify potential surge flooding events, we select maxima in a time250

series of the wind component oriented toward the coast averaged over a 2° × 2° box off251

the coast of the western Buzzards Bay area. It’s important to note that the instanta-252

neous precipitation intensity averaged over the study area and the average wind com-253

ponent oriented toward the coast are only rough predictors of freshwater and storm surge254

flooding. However, the number of selected rainfall and wind events is sufficient to en-255

sure that all events capable of producing significant freshwater or surge flooding are in-256

cluded. To avoid including tropical cyclones, we only seek events occurring between Oc-257

tober and May. We acknowledge that there may be some overlap between TCs and ETCs258

in October.259

Storm surge modeling260

Consistent with previous research (Reed et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Garner et al.,261

2017), we define a storm surge as the anomalous elevation of sea level above Relative Sea262

Level (RSL). This elevation results from the low atmospheric surface pressure and the263

high surface wind speed associated with TCs or ETCs. The combination of storm surge264

and RSL fluctuations characterizes the surge height in coastal regions caused by TCs and265

ETCs. Our RSL estimation is based on the local average of the total sea level through-266

out each climate period. RSL also serves as the key factor for distinguishing between land267

and water elevations. As a result, we disregard interannual sea level variations and the268

relatively minor nonlinear interactions between the surge and RSL, as outlined in prior269

studies (Lin et al., 2016). Furthermore, astronomical tides are not factored into our cal-270

culations. It is important to note that future studies should investigate the effects of tides271

and their nonlinear interactions with surges, particularly in light of potential changes due272

to SLR (Müller, 2011; Garner et al., 2017).273

To simulate storm surges generated by synthetic TCs and ETCs, we utilize the Geo-274

Claw numerical model, which relies on high-resolution shock-capturing finite volume meth-275

ods (Mandli & Dawson, 2014). Unlike finite-element unstructured hydrodynamic mod-276

els (Colle et al., 2008; Westerink et al., 2008), GeoClaw incorporates Adaptive Mesh Re-277

finement (AMR) algorithms (Berger et al., 2011; Mandli & Dawson, 2014), enabling ef-278

ficient computational solutions at high resolutions over large scales. We implement a broad279

domain, covering approximately 1000 kilometers, to better quantify the large-scale im-280

pact of various attributes of TCs and ETCs, including intensity, duration, size, and land-281

fall location, on storm surges. Along the coastline in the study area, we position syn-282

thetic gauges to provide comprehensive coverage. These gauges record surge heights at283

high temporal resolutions, typically less than a minute, during each individual landfall284

of TCs and ETCs. We also employ an interpolation method to derive surge heights at285

additional synthetic gauges distributed along the entire coastline. Consequently, these286

coastal surge conditions are transformed into surge-driven flooding through a hydraulic287

model, allowing us to model the propagation of surges and their potential to cause surge-288

driven flooding in coastal areas. This surge simulation approach is applied to a broad289

set of synthetic TC and ETC events. It’s worth noting that the performance of GeoClaw290

in modeling TC surges has been evaluated in previous studies (Miura et al., 2021; Man-291

dli & Dawson, 2014; Sarhadi et al., 2024). Through the incorporation of critical enhance-292

ments, we have expanded GeoClaw’s functionality to effectively model storm surges re-293

sulting from ETCs, thereby surpassing the default settings of the out-of-the-box model.294

Figure 1 illustrates the surge modeling process, which entails dynamically down-295

scaled WRF simulations of primary surge drivers, including wind and pressure fields, forced296

by ERA-Interim reanalysis data. The simulation corresponds to a historical ETC event297

that occurred on December 27-28, 2012, within the study area. The model’s performance298

accuracy is depicted in Figure 1. The simulated surge, using the modified GeoClaw model,299

demonstrates a robust agreement with observed surge levels. These observed surge val-300
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ues were obtained by de-tiding water levels, a procedure that involves subtracting wa-301

ter elevation from NOAA tide predictions at the Woods Hole gauge.302

For modeling surges generated by TCs and ETCs during the late 20th century and303

in the current climate, we rely on RSL data obtained from NOAA gauge observations.304

However, in the context of future climate scenarios, we incorporate SLR projections de-305

rived from CMIP6 under the SSP3-7.0 scenario into GeoClaw using a bathtub approach.306

This allows us to quantify the impact of SLR on the changing risk of surges and com-307

pound flooding. The methodology involves calculating the ensemble mean of total SLR308

over future climate scenarios (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). These projections encompass309

comprehensive considerations, including the contributions of Antarctic and Greenland310

ice sheets, glacier dynamics, thermal expansion of seawater, terrestrial water storage, ver-311

tical land motion, and the potential influences of marine ice cliff instability.312

Numerical compound flood modeling313

To simulate the intricate hydrodynamic interactions involved in compound flood-314

ing, a confluence of storm surges and heavy inland rainfall stemming from synthetic TCs315

and ETC events, we modified a version of the LISFLOOD-FP model. This two-dimensional316

hydraulic model, renowned for its high spatio-temporal resolution, is recognized for its317

computational efficiency. A detailed description of this model is provided in reference318

(Neal et al., 2012). LISFLOOD-FP employs an explicit finite difference scheme to sim-319

ulate shallow water waves, while deliberately omitting advection (Bates et al., 2010). The320

efficacy of the fundamental model’s numerical scheme in simulating pluvial and fluvial321

flood dynamics has been substantiated by various studies (Neal et al., 2012; Wing et al.,322

2022; Bates et al., 2021). In our work, this model has been customized to incorporate323

high-resolution surge height data (simulated by GeoClaw) along the coastline, and si-324

multaneously, it accommodates hourly rainfall intensity data from storm events in the325

inland regions as boundary conditions. This physically based approach empowers the326

model to replicate the dynamics of compound flooding in response to the rapid spatio-327

temporal fluctuations in surge and rainfall driven flooding during the landfall of each storm.328

The model ensures the conservation of mass within each grid cell and maintains the con-329

tinuity of momentum of compound flooding between neighboring cells. The model re-330

calculates the flow depth, taking into account the elevation of each cell, water surface331

slope, surface Manning’s roughness coefficient, and acceleration due to gravity. More de-332

tails about the methodology can be found in Sarhadi et al. (2024).333

It’s important to note that the geodetic datum of NAD83 is utilized to establish334

the spatial coordinates, while the vertical datum of NAVD88 is used for elevation val-335

ues within the applied Digital Elevation Model (DEM). In our study, we utilize a LiDAR-336

based DEM with an approximate spatial resolution of 20 m, employing a geographic (Lat/Lon)337

projection to represent the area’s geometry. A land-use map is employed to quantify sur-338

face roughness, and a map of available soil water storage for the topsoil layer (0-50 cm)339

is used to account for the infiltration rate in non-constructed areas. The source of these340

input files is given in the data availability section.341

In this process, the hydrodynamics of compound flooding during the landfall of each342

storm are comprehensively simulated with high temporal and spatial resolution. We then343

store the maximum compound flooding level at each grid cell for every individual storm344

event. This process is iteratively conducted for a vast set of TCs and ETCs derived from345

reanalysis and climate models. These maximum flood records serve as a reflection of the346

compound flooding behavior over each defined time period for every grid cell. Subsequently,347

these records are fundamental in constructing a nonparametric empirical Cumulative Dis-348

tribution Function (eCDF). This approach leverages the theory of nonexceedance prob-349

ability to determine the return period of a compound flooding event at each grid cell.350
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The calculation is expressed as:351

TH(h) =
1

P (H > h)
(1)

In this equation, P (H > h) signifies the annual probability that the compound flood-352

ing level of an event (H) exceeds a specific threshold (h), and TH(h) corresponds to the353

return period of that particular event. The ensemble mean of compound flooding lev-354

els for TCs and ETCs at various return periods is then computed by considering mul-355

tiple climate models across distinct time periods. The assessment of expected changes356

in compound flooding levels at specific return periods is carried out by evaluating the357

disparities between the ensemble mean of flood levels in future climate scenarios and those358

in past or current climate conditions. To dissect the individual and collective influences359

of changes in storm climatology and SLR on the granular risk of compound flooding, our360

approach involves running the hydraulic model twice for each individual storm. This in-361

cludes one simulation with the incorporation of SLR and another without it. This ap-362

proach allows us to discern and quantify the distinct and synergistic effects of variations363

in storm climatology and SLR on the risk of compound flooding. To distinguish the con-364

tribution of each individual hazard (surge or rainfall-driven flooding) in compound flood-365

ing from each storm, we can simply run the model with only one driver as the bound-366

ary condition.367

3 Results and Discussion368

Impact of primary driver severity on compound flooding369

Here, we evaluate the influence of the primary drivers during the landfall of TCs370

on the magnitude and extent of inundation associated with compound flooding in the371

study area. This assessment is pivotal for gaining a comprehensive understanding of the372

intricacies inherent in flood hazards stemming from these meteorological phenomena. High373

wind speeds and low atmospheric pressure during the landfall of TCs lead to storm surge-374

driven flooding along coastal regions. Specifically, the greater the wind speed, the more375

intense and higher the storm surge becomes both before and during landfall. Concur-376

rently, rainfall intensity during landfall contributes to rainfall-driven flooding. The in-377

terplay between these factors, as elucidated in this study, sheds light on the intricate mech-378

anisms that underpin the devastating consequences of compound flooding induced by379

TCs. The severity and dominance of each primary driver determine the corresponding380

severity of the compound flooding hazard. Depending on which primary driver predom-381

inates, it may result in scenarios such as compound flooding with a dominant surge in382

coastal areas, a situation where rainfall-driven flooding in inland areas is more pronounced,383

or instances when both drivers are strong, leading to a severe compound flooding event384

characterized by both surge and rainfall-driven inundation.385

By examining the magnitude of these primary drivers, our study offers essential386

insights into the dynamics of compound flooding, encompassing factors like magnitude387

and the extent of inundation. To illustrate this, we selected two TCs as case studies to388

demonstrate how the magnitude of primary drivers can affect the resulting compound389

flooding. Figure 2 (top panels) presents information on the primary drivers of these two390

synthetic TC storms, which were derived from downscaling NCEP reanalysis data for391

the current climate. These measurements are presented both prior to landfall and at the392

time of landfall.393

In the first case, represented by synthetic track #1337 (Fig. 2, A and B), the pri-394

mary drivers include strong wind speeds (knots) at the eye of the TC before and dur-395

ing landfall, with rainfall intensity reaching up to 90-120 mm/hr in certain grid cells and396

an average wind speed of 40 knots (though it’s important to consider the duration of high397

wind speeds too). These primary drivers result in flooding depths of up to 3 meters in398
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some low-land coastal and inland areas. In contrast, the second case, depicted by syn-399

thetic track #1339 (Fig. 2, C and D), exhibits lower rainfall intensity, with the upper400

tail reaching up to 10 mm/hr, and wind speeds at the eye barely reaching 40 knots in401

the upper tail. These conditions lead to significantly lower flooding, especially in inland402

areas, and a reduced presence of compound flooding in coastal areas, where the flood-403

ing is predominantly surge-driven.404

This understanding offers a comprehensive and scientifically robust exploration of405

the relationship between the magnitude of primary drivers—specifically, rainfall inten-406

sity and surface wind speed—and the resulting complex dynamics of compound flood-407

ing. These insights are invaluable for advancing our understanding of the multifaceted408

flood hazards associated with TCs, which, in turn, contribute to a more informed and409

resilient approach to disaster preparedness. Using this approach, one can easily quan-410

tify the proportion of each individual hazard and analyze the dynamic interplay between411

them in generating compound flooding, with high temporal and spatial resolution. No-412

tably, the same methodology can be readily applied to ETC storms. This deeper under-413

standing supports improved forecasting, risk assessment, and preparedness measures in414

vulnerable coastal regions, ultimately enhancing resilience against the impacts of these415

storms. In the subsequent section, we delve into the contribution of each individual and416

compound hazard to the risk assessment and emphasize the significance of a physics-based417

approach to compound flooding.418

Assessing compound flooding impact and risk419

In this section, we present a comparative analysis of compound flooding, delineat-420

ing the individual contributions of surge and rainfall-driven flooding with a focus on coastal421

areas. The objective is to offer a clearer understanding of the effects and potential risks422

associated with compound flooding. Additionally, we examine how other approaches, such423

as singular hazards, surge, and rainfall-driven flooding considered individually, or a lin-424

early additive hazards approach, may lead to the underestimation or overestimation of425

the risk. It is important to note that our comparisons are based on the results obtained426

from six climate models. This approach enhances clarity by visualizing differences in var-427

ious sources of flooding within the models and accounting for uncertainties among them.428

To better comprehend the impact and importance of compound flooding in risk as-429

sessment for both the late 20th and 21st century climates, we selected a specific coastal430

area, which is also an urban area, as depicted in Figure 3 (A). This area was chosen to431

predominantly consist of non-tidal ground areas, with intertidal zones excluded, facil-432

itating a comparative risk analysis. We evaluated the risk, defined by probability of oc-433

currence or return period, associated with single hazards: surge-driven flooding (repre-434

sented in green), rainfall-driven flooding (in blue), and compound flooding, which takes435

into account the complex hydrodynamic interplay between these hazards at high tem-436

poral and spatial resolutions (depicted in red). We also included a linear addition of in-437

dividual flooding as a commonly used approach (in brown). This comparative analysis438

is instrumental in discerning the biases that arise when individual hazards are consid-439

ered separately or when the two are merely linearly combined to assess flooding risk, with-440

out accounting for the intricate hydrodynamic interactions across time and space inher-441

ent in compound flooding.442

As depicted in Figure 3, during the late 20th century, a significant proportion of443

compound flooding contributions originated from rainfall-driven flooding rather than surge-444

driven flooding, for both high-frequency and low-frequency events in nearly all climate445

models. This emphasizes the risk underestimation resulting from relying solely on surge-446

driven flooding in this region. Conversely, the linear summation of the two individual447

hazards, without accounting for the complex hydrodynamics of their interaction during448

landfall, results in an overestimation of risk in the majority of the climate models.449
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Moving forward to assess the risk at the end of the 21st century, a significant in-450

crease is observed in both individual and compound flooding risks, driven by alterations451

in storm climatology and SLR. Although, compared to the 20th century, the risks of both452

rainfall-driven flooding and surge-driven flooding increase significantly; however, unlike453

the end of the 20th century, surge-driven flooding dominates and contributes more to454

compound flooding compared to rainfall-driven flooding in this area, especially for low-455

frequency events (with return periods above 50 years). For specific upper tail low-frequency456

events, there is a heightened prominence of surge-driven flooding, contributing to com-457

pound flooding (in almost all climate models except UKESM1-0-LL), compared to rainfall-458

driven flooding. Additionally, the risk of compound flooding intensifies; events that pre-459

viously occurred once every 100 years in the late 20th century will pose a risk of occur-460

ring almost every less than 5 years by the end of the 21st century in almost all climate461

models. It is also worth noting that simply linearly summing the two single hazards to-462

gether to assess compound flooding results in a significant overestimation of the risk in463

the future climate. For example, events that occur approximately every 500 years (fac-464

toring in the complex hydrodynamic interplay between surge and rainfall-driven flood-465

ing) are estimated to happen approximately every 75 years by the end of the century when466

individual hazards are simply added linearly, signifying a considerable bias and overes-467

timation in risk assessment.468

The results initially emphasize the significance of employing a physics-based model469

for downscaling TCs under the context of a future warming climate. This approach is470

crucial for an accurate assessment of risk, as it takes into account the influence of cli-471

mate change in the forthcoming decades. This stands in contrast to relying solely on his-472

torical records, which do not accurately represent the characteristics of storms in the fu-473

ture warming climate and overlook the profound impacts of climate change on TC be-474

havior. The results also underscore the importance of considering the explicit complex475

hydrodynamics interplay between the individual flooding hazards when assessing the risk,476

as neglecting it was the case in previous studies (Reed et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Gar-477

ner et al., 2017; Emanuel, 2017; Marsooli et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2012), can lead to a se-478

vere underestimation of the actual risk in both current and future climates, with the dis-479

crepancy becoming more pronounced due to changes in climatology and SLR.480

Sea level rise and tropical cyclone climatology impacts481

SLR and changes in TC climatology are recognized as the primary drivers behind482

alterations in the risk of compound flooding in coastal regions. SLR, largely attributed483

to global climate change, raises the baseline water level, rendering coastal areas more sus-484

ceptible to inundation. When coupled with anticipated shifts in storm climatology, in-485

cluding variations in cyclone tracks, intensification, frequency, and other relevant attributes,486

the potential for compound flooding becomes increasingly evident. In this section, we487

investigate the compounding effects of SLR and changes in storm climatology, analyz-488

ing their influence on the risk of compound flooding during the late 20th century and489

the late 21st century. The late 20th century serves as a baseline for comprehending his-490

torical trends, while the late 21st-century projection offers insights into future warming491

scenarios.492

Figure 4 shows the compound flooding level from a large set of synthetic tracks in493

the previously selected coastal area (depicted in Figure 3 (A)), both with and without494

SLR in the late 20th and 21st centuries, based on the output from six climate models.495

This analysis aims to better understand the effect of SLR on changing the risk of com-496

pound flooding and associated uncertainty within and among different climate models.497

In the late 20th century, as depicted in Figure 4, SLR does not exhibit a discernible ef-498

fect on the risk of compound flooding caused by TCs. During this baseline period, the499

risk of experiencing compound flooding with a 0.5-meter depth, for example, is approx-500

imately 1% per annum on average, based on the ensemble of the six climate models, both501
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with and without SLR. As we progress towards the end of the century, changes in storm502

climatology, without considering the SLR effect, are projected to elevate the risk of com-503

pound flooding events. This elevation is manifested with a 10% probability per annum504

based on the CNRM-ESM2-1 model (Figure 4-D). This projection indicates that changes505

in storm climatology alone will escalate the risk of 0.5-meter events tenfold compared506

to the late 20th century. However, when we consider the added contribution of SLR by507

the end of the century, the risk of a compound flooding event of this nature will increase508

significantly. It is projected to occur approximately with a 20% probability per annum.509

This signifies that the combined impact of SLR and changes in storm climatology will510

amplify the risk twentyfold compared to the late 20th century. Furthermore, SLR alone511

will elevate the occurrence of such compound flooding events tenfold compared to the512

late 20th century and increase the annual probability of such an event to 10%. Similar513

intensification patterns are observed in other climate models. The intensification result-514

ing from the combined impact of SLR and changes in storm climatology significantly am-515

plifies the risk of low-frequency events in the late 21st century. For instance, events that516

historically had a return period of 1000 years in the late 20th century are projected to517

occur 40 times more frequently by the end of the century in the majority of the mod-518

els. In terms of the depth of compound flooding events with a return period of 1000 years519

in the selected coastal area, the EC-EARTH3 model estimates it to be approximately520

0.75 meters (ranging from 0.6 to 0.8 meters) in the late 20th century. However, by the521

end of the century, the depth of events with the same return period is projected to be522

around 1.65 meters (ranging from 1.5 to 1.8 meters) due to the combined effects of SLR523

and changes in storm climatology.524

Another noteworthy observation is that SLR is expected to significantly increase525

the risk of low-frequency events in the upper tail compared to other medium or high-526

frequency events by the end of the century. In a warming climate, all climate models (ex-527

cept EC-EARTH3 and UKESM1-0-LL) show that SLR is projected to intensify the risk528

significantly for upper tail events. For example, an extreme event that might occur al-529

most once every 2000 years (based on the CNRM-ESM2-1 model) by the end of the cen-530

tury would have a depth of compound flooding without the impact of SLR at almost 2.4531

meters. However, with SLR’s impact by that time, the depth is projected to increase to532

around 3.3 meters in such a warming climate. This difference is smaller in medium to533

high-frequency events.534

Our methodology enables us to examine and elucidate how these interacting pri-535

mary drivers may influence the risk of compound flooding in a warming climate, provid-536

ing valuable insights into the adaptive strategies and mitigation measures required for537

the late 21st century to safeguard coastal communities and infrastructure in an evolv-538

ing climate. These analyses furnish detailed granular information about which primary539

drivers are of greater concern and how adaptive strategies can be tailored for each spe-540

cific area based on priorities.541

Tropical cyclone compound flooding risk in today’s climate542

Here, we utilize our methodology to quantitatively assess the impact of anthropogenic543

warming that has already occured on the risk of compound flooding, specifically through544

TC climatology and SLR, within the context of the current climate in the study area.545

To achieve this, we conduct simulations to determine the maximum compound flooding546

levels from 4,100 synthetic TCs. These TCs are downscaled from NCEP reanalysis data547

for two distinct climate periods: the late 20th century (1979-1999) and the early 21st548

century (2000-2020). Figure 5 (A) illustrates alterations in the level of compound flood-549

ing events for different return periods between these two time frames, focusing on a se-550

lected location close to the shore, encompassed by buildings and road networks.551
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Our results suggest no significant changes in the risk of high-frequency events (less552

than 50 years) in the current climate compared to the late 20th century. Furthermore,553

they suggest a slight increase in the magnitude of compound flooding, characterized by554

return periods exceeding 50 years, under today’s climate compared to the late 20th cen-555

tury. This intensification is observed for rare events as well. However, it is important to556

note that distinguishing distinct trends for these events proves challenging due to sam-557

pling uncertainties.558

In Figure 5 (B), we present the spatially distributed risk of compound flooding events559

occurring once every 100 years or with a 1% likelihood of occurring in any given year560

across the entire study area. The outcomes suggest that climate change has notably el-561

evated the flood levels associated with such events, particularly in low-land coastal and562

inland areas, resulting in an increase of up to 0.4 meters, though the sampling uncertainty563

is large at these return periods. Notably, there is no observed decrease in the level of flood-564

ing within the region. These results underscore the profound influence of climate change565

on TC characteristics, including wind speeds, in conjunction with SLR, intensified rain-566

fall, and the consequential surge height and compound flooding along coastlines, as well567

as inland flooding. Our findings underscore the pivotal role of climate change in reshap-568

ing the risk of compound flooding in the study area. A nuanced understanding of this569

evolving risk provides valuable insights for decision-makers, even in the short term, within570

the current climate as compared to the past. This knowledge aids in identifying areas571

that are most vulnerable to these hazards, thereby facilitating more informed decision-572

making processes in the current climate.573

Tropical cyclone compound flooding risk in a future warming climate574

Here, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of compound flooding risk associated575

with TCs, focusing on how this risk may evolve in a warming climate. Our investigation576

considers changes in TC climatology and SLR across different time periods. To under-577

stand the temporal evolution of compound flooding risk in our study area, we center our578

analysis on a specific location near New Bedford City, as indicated in Figure 6. Our aim579

is to illuminate the changing dynamics of compound flooding depths in this area, draw-580

ing insights from historical data, contemporary observations, and future climate projec-581

tions.582

We conducted a rigorous probabilistic analysis, employing advanced mixture mod-583

eling techniques to delineate the underlying probability distributions of compound flood-584

ing for each time period. Specifically, gamma and Weibull mixture models were applied585

to simulated compound flooding levels from each climate model, with model selection586

guided by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). To comprehensively assess inherent587

uncertainty, we applied bootstrap resampling techniques, generating 3,000 samples per588

iteration for compound flooding level simulations from each climate model across each589

time period. Subsequently, confidence intervals at the 5% and 95% levels were derived590

for key parameters associated with the fitted distribution. The frequency of compound591

flooding in the specified regions, attributed to changes in storm climatology and SLR,592

is delineated in Figure 6 through aggregated simulations involving six CMIP6 climate593

models. In this figure, the bold line represents the frequency of compound flooding lev-594

els within the selected area for different return periods across distinct time periods, in-595

cluding simulations for the late 20th and 21st centuries, as well as reanalysis data from596

the NCEP dataset for the current climate. Furthermore, the colored envelope illustrates597

the ensemble mean within the 5th to 95th percentile range, calculated based on the out-598

comes derived from the six climate models. The results (based on the ensemble mean599

of the climate models) indicate that compound flooding events that previously occurred600

with a 1% probability in a given year, in the late 20th century in this particular loca-601

tion, have now increased in frequency. In the current climate, these events occur with602

an annual probability of 1.3 in any given year, and in the future, they are expected to603
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occur with a probability of 3.3 in each year. Evidently, changes in storm climatology and604

SLR are leading to a significant increase in the risk of compound flooding in the selected605

area. Furthermore, in a future warming climate, the depth of compound flooding asso-606

ciated with low-frequency events from TCs will also substantially increase. For instance,607

for events with an annual probability of 0.2%, the depth of compound flooding in this608

specific area is projected to rise from approximately 0.5 meters in the current climate609

to 1.25 meters by the end of 21st century. Therefore, it is crucial that the design of in-610

frastructure, housing, and other critical facilities takes into account the heightened risk611

of compound flooding from TCs, both in the present and in the face of future, intensi-612

fying storms and SLR.613

To gain a comprehensive understanding of the spatially distributed risk of compound614

flooding in the area, we have calculated the risk for each grid cell with a 20-meter spa-615

tial resolution, drawing from the extensive simulations of synthetic TCs. Figure 7 illus-616

trates the results for different types of compound flooding events with return periods of617

5, 50, 200, and 500 years. This spatial analysis provides valuable insights into the risk618

associated with both high-frequency and low-frequency compound flooding events from619

TCs. For each time period, including the late 20th century (Figure 7 A-D) and the 21st620

century (Figure 7 E-H), we assessed the depth of compound flooding for various high and621

low-frequency events at the grid cell level. To understand the role of changes in storm622

climatology and SLR in reshaping the risk landscape of compound flooding in warming623

climate in the study area, we have used the late 20th century as a baseline for compar-624

ison. The ensemble mean of compound flooding for each return period was analyzed to625

discern trends and shifts in the occurrence and intensity of compound flooding from TCs.626

Figure 7 (I-L) reveals that, for high-frequency events, the level of compound flooding re-627

sulting from intensified TCs and SLR will increase by 0.5-1.0 meters in coastal areas and628

by 2.0-2.5 meters for low-frequency events in the same regions. In inland areas, the risk629

of flooding from intensified rainfall associated with TCs in a warming climate will in-630

crease significantly, with flooding levels rising by 1.5-2.5 meters for low-frequency inten-631

sified TCs in the majority of areas.632

The detailed, granular information provided in this section regarding compound633

flooding in the late 20th century and in a warming climate in the late 21st century is cru-634

cial for tailoring effective adaptation strategies in infrastructure design, as well as for the635

construction of buildings and critical infrastructure such as power plants. This informa-636

tion is also important for formulating policies and structuring insurance to discourage637

habitation in high-risk locations. Relying solely on historical risk assessments, even when638

extensive information is available, as depicted in Figure 7 (A-D), is insufficient. This is639

because the risk of compound flooding driven by TCs in future warming decades will sur-640

pass historical risk due to changes in storm climatology and SLR (Figure 7 (E-H)). Our641

physics-based risk assessment methodology provides a comprehensive understanding of642

the compound flooding risk linked to TCs, spanning historical, current, and future sce-643

narios. Through the comparative analysis of return periods across different temporal frames,644

our findings serve to inform and direct strategies for mitigating and adapting to the com-645

plex challenges presented by compound flooding in a continually evolving climate. There-646

fore, it is desirable to ground design decisions in physics-based risk assessment outcomes647

tailored to the future warming climate to establish resilience in infrastructure, urban de-648

velopment, and community preparedness.649

Extratropical cyclones compound flooding risk in current and future cli-650

mates651

In Figure 8, we illustrate the contributions of ETC climatology changes and SLR652

to variations in the risk of compound flooding within the depicted area, encompassing653

both current and anticipated future warming climates. Our analysis is limited to high-654

frequency events, defined by return periods of 20 years or less, due to constraints asso-655
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ciated with our downscaled dataset. The combined impact of ETC climatology changes656

and SLR is projected to lead to a nearly threefold increase in the likelihood of compound657

flooding by the end of the century in the selected coastal area. Specifically, compound658

flooding events with high-frequency occurrences, with a 5% annual probability, are ex-659

pected to occur with a 14% annual likelihood by the end of the century. These pronounced660

changes are primarily observed in the coastal areas.661

To gain deeper insights into the effects of ETC climatology change and SLR, we662

also quantify the spatially varying risk of compound flooding events in the current and663

future warming climate. Figures 9 (A-D) depict the results for the current climate, while664

Figures 9 (E-H) display the projections for the end of the century. In Figures 9 (I-L),665

we highlight differences in flooding levels across different regions for the specified return666

periods. Evidently, coastal areas exhibit a pronounced intensification of compound flood-667

ing, attributed primarily to SLR within these regions. The magnitude of this intensifi-668

cation in compound flooding levels increases from events with return periods of 2 years669

to those with return periods of 20 years. However, unlike TC-driven compound flood-670

ing, the levels of flooding resulting from ETC events in inland areas display a distinct671

pattern for high-frequency ETC events. Our findings indicate no discernible trend in terms672

of flooding levels in inland areas at the end of the 21st century, relative to the current673

climate. In fact, some areas even exhibit a decreasing trend, with only some low-lying674

regions displaying an increasing trend, which is not statistically significant when com-675

pared to the current climate. Therefore, our results suggest that rainfall-driven flood-676

ing from high-frequency ETC events will not intensify in inland areas from future ETC677

events relative to the ones in the current climate. The bulk of the intensification is ex-678

pected to occur along coastal areas, driven primarily by SLR during high-frequency ETC679

events. These findings align with prior studies (Lin et al., 2019; Booth et al., 2021), which680

indicate that the effects of climate change on ETC storms are relatively minor compared681

to the significant impact of SLR on storm surge intensification in northeastern U.S. coastal682

areas. To enhance our understanding and facilitate comparisons, it is imperative to in-683

clude more dynamically downscaled ETC events over longer time periods, particularly684

focusing on low-frequency events. This would allow us to comprehensively assess the risk685

of compound flooding associated with these low-frequency ETC events, similar to the686

approach taken in our analysis of TC-driven compound flooding events.687

4 Conclusion688

In this study, we employed a physics-based risk assessment methodology designed689

to quantify the risk of compound flooding stemming from tropical and extratropical cy-690

clones in coastal regions. We emphasize the virtues of a physics-based approach, which691

circumvents the severe limitations of historically based assessments, given the shortness692

of the records and the growing irrelevance of history in a changing climate. Such meth-693

ods are essential for understanding the evolving landscape of compound flooding risk in694

coastal areas within the current and future climates. Our methodology offers a compre-695

hensive means of assessing past, present, and future risks under the influence of chang-696

ing storm drivers and SLR, which amplifies coastal flooding.697

To achieve our objectives, we employed a two-pronged approach. First, we down-698

scaled from reanalyses and climate models comprehensive datasets of synthetic TCs us-699

ing a statistical-deterministic method. Additionally, we downscaled ETCs using WRF.700

These simulations were informed by key climate statistics and reanalysis data, address-701

ing the challenges associated with the scarcity of relevant datasets over varying time pe-702

riods. Furthermore, this approach allowed us to account for the influence of climate change703

on the primary drivers of compound flooding. In order to quantify the risk of compound704

flooding, our methodology explicitly considers the intricate hydrodynamics of this phe-705

nomenon. It takes into account the simultaneous interplay of surge-driven and rainfall-706

driven flooding across time and space during the landfall of each storm. This unique ap-707
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proach enables us to assess the contribution and magnitude of primary drivers, such as708

rainfall intensity, wind speed, and SLR, in amplifying compound flooding and backwa-709

ter effects across both time and space at high resolution. It also facilitates the assess-710

ment of the contribution of each individual flooding type to the overall compound flood-711

ing risk assessment. Our results underscore the underestimation of both individual flood-712

ing hazards and the overall risk of compound flooding stemming from both TCs and ETCs,713

particularly in a warming climate. This underscores the significance of using numerical714

simulations that incorporate the complex hydrodynamics of explicit compound flood-715

ing caused by TCs and ETCs. This approach emphasizes the importance of moving away716

from reliance solely on statistical joint distribution of the drivers of compound flooding717

or conventional statistical or physical methods that focus exclusively on individual drivers718

or hazards (Gori et al., 2022; Moftakhari et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2019, 2016; Garner et719

al., 2017; Reed et al., 2015).720

Our methodology is instrumental for understanding the contribution of storm cli-721

matology changes and SLR to the evolution of compound flooding risk over time. We722

find that TC-driven compound flooding risk is considerably higher than that of ETC-723

driven events, especially for high-frequency events in the Buzzards Bay area. Our results724

further demonstrate an increased risk of TC-driven compound flooding in the present725

climate compared to the late 20th century, with significant intensification anticipated726

in future warming climates. SLR emerges as a substantial contributor to this heightened727

risk. In the case of high-frequency ETC-driven compound flooding, we anticipate an am-728

plified risk in coastal areas by the end of the century, primarily due to SLR. Neverthe-729

less, the risk in inland areas seems to remain relatively stable, with specific regions even730

experiencing a reduced risk of rainfall-driven flooding.731

While our methodology excels at assessing risk associated with rare events, its ca-732

pacity to evaluate ETC-driven risk is limited by the scarcity of events feasible for sim-733

ulation using three-dimensional models like WRF. Future research should focus on more734

efficient methods for downscaling ETC storms, potentially through high-resolution global735

model ensembles in present and future climates. Though our study did not address the736

interaction of astronomical tides with storm surge and SLR, we acknowledge their im-737

portance and recommend their inclusion in future assessments of surge and compound738

flood hazards. Our methodology can be extended beyond the Buzzards Bay area and739

New York City (Sarhadi et al., 2024) and can be applied as a scalable framework for vul-740

nerable coastal regions worldwide that face the imminent threat of compound flooding741

from TCs and ETCs, even in the absence of historical records, regardless of their lati-742

tude. However, it is essential to tailor the methodology to incorporate region-specific fac-743

tors, such as bathymetry, soil characteristics, coastal morphology, storm surge dynam-744

ics, and tidal influences. Customization helps ensure the accurate assessment and quan-745

tification of the compound flooding hazard by tailoring the approach to the specific char-746

acteristics and conditions of the region or scenario.747

Our methodology also equips decision-makers with scientifically-informed insights748

to enhance preparedness and resilience of coastal areas. It enables authorities to estimate749

the likelihood of destructive storms in both current and future decades and quantify po-750

tential damages. Regional assessments empower authorities to customize adaptation strate-751

gies, allocate resources effectively, and safeguard critical infrastructure and coastal com-752

munities. Our study can serve as a cornerstone for proactive risk assessment, especially753

given the projected population increase within flood-prone coastal zones and megacities754

by 2050 (Aerts et al., 2014; Neumann et al., 2015; Kulp & Strauss, 2019). Notably, de-755

spite the significant assets in coastal flood-prone areas, investments in protective mea-756

sures often fall short. Our methodology provides a comprehensive guide to ensure that757

adaptation efforts are precisely tailored to address the unique challenges posed by com-758

pound flooding in coastal cities. In addition to localized adaptation measures, the need759
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to reduce greenhouse gas emissions takes center stage in mitigating the increased risk760

and reducing associated damages within a warming climate.761

In summary, our research significantly advances our comprehension of the multi-762

faceted risks associated with compound flooding, while concurrently providing decision-763

makers with a robust analytical framework and requisite resources to fortify the resilience764

of vulnerable coastal regions in response to the escalating influence of climate change.765

Consequently, our study can serve as an essential foundation for the development and766

implementation of comprehensive strategies encompassing damage mitigation, strategic767

design, anticipatory planning, predictive forecasting, adaptive measures, and proactive768

mitigation interventions, all specifically tailored to address the complexities of coastal769

flooding caused by cyclonic storms.770
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Figure 1. Surge simulation process for ETCs using dynamically downscaled WRF simula-

tions of primary drivers (wind speed and sea level pressure fields) in the study area. (A) Three

nested grids with spatial resolutions of 27, 9, and 3-km used for dynamically downscaling WRF

simulations (in this study, we focus on the 3-km spatial resolution domain). (B-C) Hourly wind

and pressure fields downscaled via WRF simulations driven by ERA-Interim reanalysis for an

ETC event occurred on 27-28th December 2012. (D) Simulated surge height (in meters) from the

ETC at the regional scale using modified GeoClaw. (E) Performance evaluation of GeoClaw for

the ETC storm (the blue line represents observed surge heights during the landfall of the ETCs,

calculated by de-tiding water levels, with water elevation subtracted from NOAA tide predictions

at the Woods Hole gauge. The red line represents surge heights simulated by GeoClaw. Note

that the temporal resolution on the x-axis is six minutes).

Figure 2. Impact of key drivers of compound flooding, such as rainfall intensity and surface

wind speed. The top panels include the Probability Distribution Function of rainfall intensity

(mm/hr) at each grid cell during landfall and the maximum surface wind speed (knots) at the

eye of synthetic TC tracks, both before and at the time of landfall, for two selected synthetic TCs

in the current climate downscaled by NCEP reanalysis data. The lower panels depict the corre-

sponding compound flooding response for the two synthetic TCs. (A and B) show the drivers and

compound flooding for TC track 1337, while (C and D) show the same results for synthetic TC

track 1339.

Figure 3. Comparison of compound flooding risk assessment relative to individual surge and

rainfall-driven flooding, and linear addition of individual hazards. (A) Maximum compound

flooding level from a randomly selected synthetic TC generated from the EC-EARTH3 model

during the late 20th century, along with the location of a coastal area chosen for comparing dif-

ferent types of flooding. (B-C) Flooding levels as a function of the return period from various

individual and compound flooding hazard sources for the selected coastal area, using synthetic

TCs generated from the CESM2 model for the late 20th and 21st centuries, respectively. (D-M)

Similar to (B-C) but using synthetic TCs generated from other climate models. The shaded areas

in the plots represent sampling uncertainty bounds, calculated based on the 5th and 95th per-

centiles of a Poisson distribution within each climate model.

Figure 4. Assessment of the contribution of SLR and changes in TC climatology to the risk of

compound flooding in the late 20th and 21st centuries, focusing on the selected location depicted

in Figure 3 (A). Each line in the graph illustrates the simulated compound flooding levels derived

from synthetic TCs downscaled from each of the six climate models. The shaded region repre-

sents the confidence interval, indicating sampling uncertainty, and is calculated based on the 5th

and 95th percentiles of a Poisson distribution within each climate model.
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Figure 5. Impact of TC climatology change and SLR on the alteration of compound flooding

risk during today’s climate (2000-2020) in comparison to the late 20th century (1979-1999) in

a selected coastal location. (A) representation of the compound flooding levels as a function of

return period, comparing today’s climate with the late 20th century. The results are derived from

the depicted coastal location, excluding intertidal zones. Each line represents compound flooding

outcomes produced through the generation of synthetic TCs based on reanalysis NCEP data for

the respective time periods. The shaded areas in the figure indicate the sampling uncertainty

margins, calculated using the 5th and 95th percentiles of a Poisson distribution. (B) Assessment

of the impact of changes in TC climatology and SLR on the spatially-varying risk of 100-year

return period compound flooding events in today’s climate relative to the late 20th century. In

this map, red color denotes an increasing trend, blue color represents a decreasing trend, and

gray color signifies areas exhibiting no discernible trend or values close to zero.

Figure 6. Impact of TC climatology changes and SLR on compound flooding in historical,

present, and future climates in the selected coastal area (depicted in the left panels). Each line

represents the outcomes derived from synthetic TCs downscaled from multiple climate models

and reanalysis data for the three timeframes: historical (dark blue), present (light blue), and

future climates (red). The shading in the figure represents confidence intervals (5% and 95%) de-

rived through a bootstrapping approach for the ensemble of climate models. See text for details.

Figure 7. Spatially distributed granular risk of compound flooding from TCs in past and

future climates. (A-D) Present the results of compound flooding for various return periods in

the late 20th century. (E-H) Depict the same analysis for the late 21st century. (I-L) Illustrate

the differences in compound flooding levels between the late 21st century and late 20th century

for different return periods. Here, red indicates an increasing trend, blue indicates a decreasing

trend, and gray signifies no clear trend or values close to zero. Note that these results are based

on the ensemble mean of the six CMIP6 climate models.

Figure 8. Impact of ETC climatology changes and SLR on the risk of compound flooding in

the current and future climates in the selected coastal area (depicted in the left panels). Each

line represents the outcomes derived from dynamically downscaled ETC events for two time-

frames: the current climate (2006-2020, shown in blue) and future climates (2081-2100, shown in

red). The shading in the figure represents confidence intervals (5% and 95%) derived through a

bootstrapping approach.

Figure 9. Spatially distributed granular risk of compound flooding from ETCs in the current

and future climates. (A-D) Present the results of compound flooding for various return periods in

the current climate. (E-H) Depict the same analysis for the late 21st century. (I-L) Illustrate the

differences in compound flooding levels between the late 21st century and the current climate for

various return periods. Note that red indicates an increasing trend, blue indicates a decreasing

trend, and gray signifies no clear trend or values close to zero.
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